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Unit-I

Kalahandi-Balangir-Koraput (KBK) Region
Learning Objectives:
After completion of this unit, you should be able to:
 Explain the basics of KBK Region as a part of Planning Region of India


Explain the strategies required for effective programme implementation



Discuss the Revised Long Term Action Plan implemented for this region of
Odisha.

Structure:
1.1 Introduction: A unique approach towards development
1.2 Special Area Development Approach
1.3 Strategies for effective Programme implementation
1.4 Let Us Sum Up
1.5 Key Words
1.6 References
1.7 Check Your Progress – Possible Answers

1.1 Introduction: A unique approach towards development
The old districts of Koraput, Balangir and Kalahandi (popularly known as KBK
districts) have since 1992-93 been divided into eight districts: Koraput, Malkangiri,
Nabarangpur, Rayagada, Balangir, Subarnapur, Kalahandi and Nuapada. These eight
districts comprise of 14 Sub-divisions, 80 Tahsils, and as many Community
Development Blocks. KBK may be broadly divided into 5 physiographic regions like,
(a) North Eastern Ghat, (b) Eastern Ghat High Land, (c) South Eastern Ghat, (d)
Western Undulating Zone and (e) Western Central Table Land. These regions represent
different agro-climatic zones shown in the table below and are suitable to certain
specific species and plantations. The total number of revenue villages forming part of
KBK region is 12,293. The Agro-Climatic Zones, Geographical and Administrative
divisions of these districts are summarized below:
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Agro-Climatic Zones of KBK Districts

Sl.No.
01

Agro climatic
zones

Districts

Climate

Soil groups

North Eastern
Ghat

Ghat Part of
Koraput,
Rayagada

Hot & humid

Brown forest, Lateritic
alluvial, Red, Mixed Red
& Black

02

Eastern Ghat
Highland

Koraput,
Nabarangapur

Warm
&Humid

Red , mixed red &black ,
mixed red & yellow

03

South Eastern
Ghat

Malkangiri & part
of Koraput

Warm &
humid

Red lateritic black

04

Western
undulating
zone

Kalahandi &
Nuapada

Hot & moist
,sub humid

Red, mixed red & black ,
black

05

Western central Bolangir,
tableland
Sonepur

Red & yellow, Red &
Hot, moist
Black, Black laterite
&sub – humid
,brown table

Source: Centre for Environmental Studies, Forest & Environment Department, Government of Odisha,
Bhubaneswar, 2008.
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SI

Geographical and Administrative Units of the KBK Districts
District
Area
Number of

No.
1

Koraput

(Sq.Km) Subdivision
8807
2

Tahsils Blocks TSP
Blocks
14
14
14

Villages

2

Malkangiri

5791

1

7

7

7

1045

3

Nabarangpur 5291

1

10

10

10

901

4

Rayagada

7073

2

11

11

11

2667

5

Balangir

6575

3

14

14

-

1794

6

Subarnapur

2337

2

6

6

-

959

7

Kalahandi

7920

2

13

13

2

2236

8

Nuapada

3852

1

5

5

-

663

Total KBK

47,646

14

80

80

44

12,293

2028

Source: www.kbk.nic.in

The KBK region possesses a varied topography: extensive ranges of hills covered with
forests, rolling uplands, and extensive drainage systems. It is endowed with very
diverse ecological habitats and is rich in flora and fauna. The four tribal dominated
districts of Koraput, Malkangiri, Nabarangpur and Rayagada along with Kalahandi
form part of Eastern Ghats, and are hilly, forested and criss-crossed with several rivers
and nalahs. Balangir, Nuapada and Subarnapur districts are mainly part of Central
Table lands, which have varied topography including plain agricultural lands, hills and
rolling uplands. Some of the areas are also covered with forests and watercourses. KBK
districts are also rich in mineral resources such as bauxite, chromite, lime iron and
manganese.
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The KBK region manifests a pair of opposites in the field of Agriculture. While
cultivation practices in the command areas of Potteru (Malkangiri), Upper Kolab
(Koraput), Indravati (Kalahandi), Mahanadi (Subarnpur) and in the command areas of
other various medium/minor irrigation projects in KBK districts are quite advanced,
commercial crops like maize and cotton are popular in large tracts, a majority of tribal
communities continue to depend upon subsistence agriculture including shifting
cultivation. Agricultural production fluctuates from year to year under the impact of
natural calamities: droughts and floods, which are frequent in this region. A large
proportion of the rural poor and tribals in particular face severe food insecurity and
depend on forests for their livelihood and subsistence. Forests are subjected to
degradation of varying degrees on account of severe biotic pressure, intensive use,
shifting cultivation, mining, diversion for developmental projects, and lack of adequate
investment for their sustainable management. Weak agro-climatic conditions, poor
connectivity and infrastructure, physical isolation, and low social capabilities among
tribals characterize this region, which suffers from multiple deprivations and
backwardness: (i) tribal backwardness, (ii) hill area backwardness, and (iii)
backwardness due to severe natural calamities.
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1.2 Special Area Development Approach
Removal of regional disparities has been one of the important planks of the
development strategies adopted by Government of India as well as the State
Government during successive Five Year Plans. However, due to several economic,
social and institutional obstacles, this region in Odisha has not shared gains of
development in an equitable manner and continues to languish. Persistence of heavy
poverty in this region has been a cause of concern for the State Government as well as
Government of India. Therefore, in consultation with the Government of India, State
Government has adopted a special area development approach for this region with a
view to focusing attention on it and accelerating its development. A Long Term Action
Plan (LTAP) for the KBK districts was formulated in consultation with the Government
of India for a period of seven years from 1995-96 to 2001-02 and was formally
launched by the then Prime Minister on 18.08.1995. LTAP was formulated with two
principal objectives in view: (i) drought proofing, (ii) poverty alleviation and
development saturation. However, only a meagre allocation of Rs. 20.49 crore was
received as additional assistance during the first three years from 1995-96 to 1997-98.
Therefore, LTAP; 1995-2002 did not take off due to non-availability of sufficient funds.
A Revised Long Term Action Plan (RLTAP) for the KBK districts was submitted to
Government of India in 1998 on their advice. This project envisaged an integrated
approach for speeding up the socio-economic development of the KBK region by
synergizing effectively various developmental activities and schemes under
implementation both in Central as well as State sectors. Government of India used to
provide Additional Central Assistance (ACA)/Special Central Assistance (SCA) under
RLTAP with a view to bridging up the critical gaps in the development efforts as well
as dearth of resources.
The objectives of the RLTAP were
Drought proofing,
Poverty alleviation and development saturation, and
Improved quality of life for local people.
Beginning from 1998-99, the Revised Long Term Action Plan (RLTAP) has been
implemented in the KBK districts. Under this programme, a sum of Rs. 1963.95 crores
in shape of ACA/SCA has been received from Government of India during 1998-99 to
2010-11 and an expenditure of Rs. 1962.69 crores has been incurred till March, 2011.
Utilisation Certificates to the extent of the amount sanctioned till 2009-10 have been
furnished to the Planning Commission.
With the passage of time, the allocations for development of KBK districts under
various plan and non-plan schemes of the Central and State Governments increased
entailing visibility of development interventions on the ground. The specially targeted
schemes to address the development deficits such as RLTAP, BRGF (Backward Region
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Grant Fund), IAP (Integrated Action Plan) and Biju KBK started making visible impact
by addressing the critical gaps in the field of infrastructure.

1.3 Strategies for Programme implementation
The State Government have taken several initiatives to improve governance and to
monitor the implementation of RLTAP in the KBK districts. Some such initiatives are
summarized as follows:
(i) Better Delivery and Governance: Strengthening the Office of the Chief
Administrator: A very senior IAS Officer has been posted as the Chief
Administrator, Special Area Development (KBK) Project with headquarters at
Koraput. He is responsible for effective monitoring and supervising the
implementation of various programmes. In addition, Revenue Divisional
Commissioners, Southern and Northern Divisions have been made ex-officio
Deputy Chief Administrators, KBK to strengthen the office of the Chief
Administrator, KBK. State Government have delegated higher administrative and
financial powers to these officers with a view to avoiding procedural delays and to
further improving programme implementation.
The Chief Administrator and the Deputy Chief Administrators, KBK, will visit
and inspect or cause to be inspected any office at the divisional, district or
subordinate level under the jurisdiction in KBK districts relating to schemes/
programmes and projects under Special Plan (RLTAP) for KBK districts.
The Chief Administrator (KBK) and Deputy Chief Administrators, KBK have
been authorized to act as Co-reporting Officers along with the existing
Reporting Officers as regards recording the PAR of any office up to the rank of
Head of Department (HOD) and Divisional Level Officers respectively.
As per Notification No. 18256/F dated 28.04.2006 of Finance Department, the
Chief Administrator (KBK) and Deputy Chief Administrators (KBK) have been
delegated with higher financial powers to accord administrative approval for
infrastructure projects under Special Plan (RLTAP) for KBK districts up to Rs.
50 crores and Rs. 10 crores respectively. The KBK Collectors have been vested
with higher financial powers to accord administrative approvals for projects up
to Rs. 2 crores in each case.
The KBK Collectors have also been made responsible for effective
implementation of Special Plan (RLTAP) for KBK districts. Achieving financial
and physical targets under RLTAP has been made as one of the indicators to
assess their performance.
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For each KBK district, a District Level Committee (DLC) under the
chairmanship of the concerned Revenue Divisional Commissioner and exofficio Deputy Chief Administrator, KBK has been constituted to formulate
Action Plans for the district as well to review and monitor the implementation of
Special Plan (RLTAP) for KBK districts schemes/programmes at the district
level. District Level Committees have been reconstituted with the nomination of
all MPs, MLAs and Chairpersons of Zilla Parishads representing each of the
KBK districts to the DLC as members and under chairmanship of the Minister
chairing the District Planning Committee.
An MIS format has been prescribed for better monitoring of implementation of
various schemes that will be followed in case of monitoring of implementation
of schemes under Special Plan (RLTAP) for KBK districts.
(ii) Transparency and Consultations with Local People: State Government have
taken a number of steps to increase transparency in programme implementation in
consultations with local people. These steps include:
All implementing Departments, their field agencies, all KBK Collectors, and
Deputy Chief Administrators (KBK) have been requested to ensure that wide
publicity is given as regards projects implemented under Special Plan (RLTAP)
for KBK districts. Key parameters of relevant projects including funds utilized
will be displayed at prominent places. This is expected to increase transparency
and accountability in programme implementation.
The Chief Administrator, KBK, Deputy Chief Administrators, KBK and all
senior officers have been requested to hold public hearings in the KBK districts,
hear grievances of local people and help redress their grievances including
irregularities, if any, committed in programme implementation.
With a view to increasing direct interaction with local people at Gram Panchayat
and Block levels, Gramsat pilot project has been launched in the KBK districts.
This initiative has also helped video-conferencing with rural people of the
region. Hon’ble Prime Minister and the Hon’ble Chief Minister have also
participated in video-conferences. Chief Secretary, Odisha and the Development
Commissioner-cum-Additional Chief Secretary have been organizing Videoconferences with KBK Collectors and Deputy Chief Administrators from time to
time.
Monitoring of General and Special Schemes in K.B.K. Districts
Various schemes and projects supported by Central as well as State Governments
through Plan and Non Plan initiatives are implemented in KBK districts through the
Line Departments of State Government. These schemes and projects are closely
monitored by Chief Administrator, KBK during his extensive field visits and review
meetings. Monthly and quarterly mile stones are prescribed during reviews against the
Odisha State Open University
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annual targets, and achievements are reviewed at regular intervals i.e. once in two
months. Each project costing Rs. 30.00 lakhs or above is monitored visually/through
latest photographs to find out the actual progress during the period under review. The
presentations made during the ‘review meetings’ indicating the status of each project
are uploaded to the KBK Web-site to maintain transparency and to enhance
accountability of field functionaries. As a result of photo-monitoring of projects,
implementation of schemes and projects have improved in terms of quality as well as
quantity. As such, a large number of projects which had been languishing due to
inadequate attention for years together have either been completed or are nearing
completion.
Source: kvk.nic.in

1.4 Let Us Sum Up
The Kalahandi-Bolangir-Koraput (KBK) Region is considered to be one of the most
backward and poorest regions of the country. Persistence of heavy poverty in this
region has been a cause of concern for the State Government as well as Government of
India. The Government of India formulated a Long Term Action Plan (LTAP) for the
KBK districts in consultation with the State Government having two principal
objectives of drought proofing and poverty alleviation. To accelerate the development
in the region, a Revised Long Term Action Plan (RLTAP) was initiated which
envisaged an integrated approach for speeding up the socio-economic development of
the KBK region by synergizing effectively various developmental activities and
schemes under implementation both in Central as well as State sectors. With the
passage of time, the allocations for development of KBK districts under various plan
and non-plan schemes of the Central and State Governments increased entailing
visibility of development interventions on the ground. The specially targeted schemes to
address the development deficits such as RLTAP, BRGF (Backward Region Grant
Fund), IAP (Integrated Action Plan) and Biju KBK started making visible impact by
addressing the critical gaps in the field of infrastructure.

Check Your Progress I
Note: a) Use the space provided for your answers.
b) Check your answers with the possible answers provided at the end of this unit.
Q 1)

List the name of the districts taken into account under KBK districts.
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Ans.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Q 2) Describe the plans and programmes implemented in KBK districts under for
Special Area Development Approach.
Ans.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

1.5 Key Words
KBK Districts: The old districts of Koraput, Balangir and Kalahandi are popularly
known as KBK districts.
LTAP: A Long Term Action Plan (LTAP) for the KBK districts was formulated in
consultation with the Government of India for a period of seven years from 1995-96 to
2001-02.

1.6 Reference
1. www.kvk.nic.in

1.7 Check Your Progress – Possible Answers
Check Your Progress I
Q 1) Ans:
The list of districts taken into account under KBK are Koraput, Malkangiri,
Nabarangpur, Rayagada, Balangir, Subarnapur, Kalahandi and Nuapada.
Q 2) Ans:
Odisha State Open University
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Plans and Programmes implemented under Special Area Development Approach in
KBK districts are :
a) Long Term Action Plan
b) Revised Long Term Action Plan
c) Additional Central Assistance (ACA)/Special Central Assistance (SCA)
d) BRGF (Backward Region Grant Fund),
e) IAP (Integrated Action Plan)
f) Biju KBK, etc.
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Unit – II

Tribal Area Development Programme (TADP)
Learning Objectives:
After completion of this unit, you should be able to:
 Explain the rationale behind the formulation of Tribal Sub Plan


List the TSP components of States and UTs



Explain the different initiatives of Ministry of Tribal Affairs for development of
tribals of the country

Structure:
1.1
Introduction:
1.2

Modified Area Development Approach (MADA) pockets

1.3

PVTG – Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups

1.4

Socio-Economic Development of Scheduled Tribes under Tribal Area
Development Programme (TADP)
1.4.1 Tribal Sub-Plan (TSP)
1.4.2 Funding of Tribal Development Programmes under TSP
1.4.3 TSP Components of States and UTs
1.4.4 TSP Components of Central Ministries/Departments
1.4.5 Special Central Assistance (SCA) to the Tribal Sub- Plan:

1.5

Centrally Sponsored Schemes:

1.6

Recent Initiatives of Ministry of Tribal Affairs

1.7

Scheduled Areas
1.7.1Panchayats (Extension to Scheduled Areas) ACT, 1996
1.7.2 Scheduling and de-scheduling of Tribes:
1.7.3 Criteria for specification of a community as a Scheduled Tribe:
1.7.4 Procedure for inclusion in or exclusion from the list of Scheduled Tribes

1.8 Integrated Tribal Development Agency, Paralakhemundi
1. 9

Let Us Sum Up

1.10

Key Words

1.11

Reference

1.12

Check Your Progress – Possible Answers
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1.1 Introduction:
The tribal situation in the country presents a varied picture. Some areas have high
Tribal concentration while in other areas, the tribals form only a small portion of the
total population. There are some tribal groups, which are still at the food gathering
stage, some others practice shifting cultivation, yet other may be pursuing primitive
forms of agriculture. The Constitution of India provides for a comprehensive
framework for the socio-economic development of Scheduled Tribes and for preventing
their exploitation by other groups of society. A detailed and comprehensive review of
the tribal problem was taken on the eve of the Fifth Five Year Plan and the Tribal subPlan (TSP) strategy took note of the fact that an integrated approach to the tribal
problems was necessary in terms of their geographic and demographic concentration if
a faster development of this community is to take place. Accordingly, the tribal areas in
the country were classified under three broad categories:

•
•

States and Union Territories having a majority scheduled tribes population.

•

States and Union Territories having dispersed tribal population.

States and Union Territories having substantial tribal population but majority tribal
population in particular administrative units, such as block and tehsils.

In the light of the above approach, it was decided that tribal majority States like
Arunachal Pradesh, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland and U.Ts. of Lakshadweep and
Dadra & Nagar Haveli may not need a Tribal sub-Plan, as the entire plan of these
States/Union Territories was primarily meant for the S.T. population constituting the
majority. For the second category of States and Union Territories, tribal sub-Plan
approach was adopted after delineating areas of tribal concentration. A similar approach
was also adopted in case of States and Union Territories having dispersed tribal
population by paying special attention to pockets of tribal concentrations, keeping in
view their tenor of dispersal. To look after the tribal population coming within the new
tribal sub-Plan strategy in a coordinated manner, Integrated Tribal Development
Projects were conceived during Fifth Five Year Plan and these have been continued
since them. During the Sixth Plan, Modified Area Development Approach (MADA)
was adopted to cover smaller areas of tribal concentration and during the Seventh Plan,
the TSP strategy was extended further to cover even more smaller areas of tribal
concentration and thus cluster of tribal concentration were identified.
At the time of delineation of project areas under the Tribal sub-Plan strategy, it was
observed that the ITDPs/ITDAs are not co-terminus.
The Scheduled Areas as per the Constitutional orders have been declared in eight States
viz A.P., Bihar, Gujarat, H.P., Maharashtra, M.P., Orissa and Rajasthan. As per the
provisions contained in the Fifth Schedule of the Constitution, various enactment in the
forms of Acts and Regulations have been promulgated in the above states for the
welfare of scheduled tribes and their protection from exploitation. Since TSP strategy
Odisha State Open University
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also has twin objectives namely Socio-economic development of Schedule tribes and
protection of tribal against exploitation, the Govt. of India in Aug., 1976 had decided to
make the boundaries of Scheduled Areas co-terminus with TSP areas (ITDP/ITDA
only) so that the protective measure available to Schedule Tribes in Scheduled Areas
could be uniformly applied to TSP areas for effective implementation of the
development programmes in these areas. Accordingly, the TSP areas have been made
co-terminus with Scheduled Areas in the State of Bihar, Gujarat, H.P., Maharashtra,
Madhya Pradesh, Orissa and Rajasthan. The State of A.P. where the TSP areas are not
co-terminus with scheduled Areas has also furnished a proposal to this effect which is
under examination.
The ITDPs are generally contiguous areas of the size of a Tehsil or Block or more in
which the ST population is 50% or more of the total. On account of demographic
reasons, however ITDPs in Assam, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, West Bengal may be
smaller or not contiguous. Andhra Pradesh and Orissa have opted for an Agency model
under the Registration of Societies Act and the ITDPs there are known as ITD
Agencies(ITDAs). So far 194 ITDPs/ITDAs have been delineated in the country in the
states of Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerela,
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Manipur, Orissa, Rajasthan, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu,
Tripura, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal and Union Territories of Andaman & Nicobar
Island and daman & Diu. In Jammu and Kashmir though no ITDP has been delineated
yet the areas having ST Population in the State are treated as covered under the TSP
strategy. In eight states having scheduled areas the ITDPs/ITDAs are generally co
terminus with TSP areas. The ITDPs/ITDAs are headed by Project Officer though they
may be designated Project Administrators or Project Directors.
1.2 Modified Area Development Approach (MADA) pockets
These are identified pockets of concentration of ST population containing 50% or more
ST population within a total population of minimum of 10,000. The total number of
MADAs identified so far in the various TSP States is 259. Generally, MADA pockets
do not have separate administrative structures to implement development programmes.
The line Departments of the State Govt. are expected to implement development
programmes in MADA pockets under the overall control of the District authorities.
Clusters
These are identified pockets of tribal concentration containing 50% or more ST
population within a total population of about 5,000 or more. As in the case of MADA
pockets, there are no separate administrative structures for Clusters. So far 82 Clusters
have been identified in various T.S.P. states.
1.3 PVTG – Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups
(Earlier known as ‘PRIMITIVE TRIBAL GROUPS(PTGs)’)
Primitive tribal groups are tribal communities among the STs who live in near isolation
Odisha State Open University
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in inaccessible habitats. They are characterised by a low rate of growth of population,
pre- agricultural level of technology and extremely low levels of literacy. So far 75
PTGs have been identified.
Primitive, geographically isolated, shy and socially, educationally & economically
backwardness are the traits that distinguish Scheduled Tribes of our country from other
communities. Tribal communities live in about 15% of the country’s areas in various
ecological and geo-climatic conditions ranging from plains to forests, hills and
inaccessible areas. Tribal groups are at different stages of social, economic and
educational development. While some tribal communities have adopted a mainstream
way of life at one end of the spectrum, there are 75 Primitive Tribal Groups (PTGs), at
the other, who are characterized by (a) a pre-agriculture level of technology, (b) a
stagnant or declining population (c) extremely low literacy and (d) a subsistence level
of economy. There are over 500 tribes (with many overlapping communities in more
than one State) as notified under article 342 of the Constitution of India, spread over
different States and Union Territories of the country, the largest number of tribal
communities being in the State of Orissa. The main concentration of tribal population
is in central India and in the North- eastern States. However, they have their presence in
all States and Union Territories except Hayrana, Punjab, Delhi, Pondicherry and
Chandigarh.
The predominantly tribal populated States of the country (tribal population more than
50% of the total population) are: Arunachal Pradesh, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland,
Union Territories of Dadra & Nagar Haveli and Lakshadweep. States with sizeable
tribal population and having areas of large tribal concentration are A.P. Assam,
Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Orissa and
Rajasthan.
Promotion of all round development of tribals inhabiting the length and breadth of our
country has received priority attention of the government. There are numerous
government policies for ensuring the welfare and well being of tribals. The Govts. at
State as well as Central levels have made sustained efforts to provide opportunity to
these communities for their economic development by eradicating poverty and health
problems and developing communication for removal of isolation of their habitats. The
Constitution of India seeks to secure for all its citizens, among other things, social and
economic justice, equality of status and opportunity and assures the dignity of the
individual. The Constitution further provides social, economic and political
guarantees to the disadvantaged sections of people. Some provisions are specific to both
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and some are specific to only Scheduled
Tribes.
A recent Anthropological Survey of India (AnSI) publication has brought to the fore
startling revelations about the Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups (PVTGs) in the
country including the fact that no base line surveys have been conducted among more
than half of such groups. “Out of 75 PVTGs, base line surveys exist for about 40
Odisha State Open University
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groups, even after declaring them as PVTGs,” states the publication: The Particularly
Vulnerable Tribal Groups of India — Privileges and Predicaments.
Base line surveys are done to precisely identify the PVTG families, their habitat and
socio-economic status, so that development initiatives are implemented for these
communities, based on the facts and figures. The publication emphasises State
governments must urgently conduct such surveys to arrive at accurate demographic and
socio-economic figures of the PVTGs.
Among the 75 listed PVTG’s the highest number are found in Odisha (13), followed by
Andhra Pradesh (12), Bihar including Jharkhand (9) Madhya Pradesh including
Chhattisgarh (7) Tamil Nadu (6) Kerala and Gujarat having five groups each. The
remaining PVTGs live in West Bengal (3) Maharashtra (3), two each in Karnataka and
Uttarakhand and one each in Rajasthan, Tripura and Manipur. All the four tribal groups
in Andamans, and one in Nicobar Islands, are recognised as PVTGs.
There is a huge variation in the number of PVTGs ranging from a few individuals as in
case of Great Andamanese, Onge and Sentinelese and about a little more than a
thousand people as in the case of Toda of Nilgiris. Although PVTGs are slowly
witnessing decadal increase in their population, quite a few still face stagnation such as
the Birhor in central India. Some are declining like the Onge and Andamanese.
Smallest population size among the PVTGs are the Senteneles (as per the last contact
effort on March 9, 2005, groups of 32 and 13 persons were sighted at different places).
They still shy away from others. The Great Andamanese (57 persons) and the Onge
(107 persons in 2012 as per Andaman Adim Janjati Vikas Samiti) are the dwindling
populations. In main land, the Toto of West Bengal (314 families with 1,387 persons as
per 2011 census) and the Toda of Tamil Nadu (1,608, inclusive of 238 Christian Todas)
have population less than 2000 persons. The Saharia people of Madhya Pradesh and
Rajasthan are the largest among the PVTGs with population more than 4 lakhs.
1.4 Socio-Economic Development of Scheduled Tribes under Tribal Area
Development Programme (TADP)
1.4.1 Tribal Sub-Plan (TSP)
Since the beginning of the Planning process, efforts have been made to ensure that the
tribal people were included in the growth process. However, the strategy changed with
each Five Year Plan as new lessons were learnt from various developmental efforts.
The first Five Year Plan emphasized the provision of additional financial resources
through a community development approach to address the problems of tribal people
rather than evolving a clear cut tribal development strategy. Towards the end of the
Plan (1954), 43 Special Multipurpose Tribal Development Projects (MTDPs) were
created. These MTDPs could not fully serve the interest of the tribal people since the
schemes were numerous and of a general nature. This approach continued during the
second Five Year Plan. In the third Plan, a different strategy for tribal development was
evolved by converting the Community Development Blocks, where the concentration of
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tribal population was 66 % and above, into Tribal Development Blocks (TDBs). By the
end of the fourth Five Year Plan, the number of Tribal Development Blocks in the
country rose to 504. The strategy of development through Tribal Development Blocks
had its limitations as well, as it failed to address the cause of the tribal population of the
country living outside the Tribal Development Blocks, which comprised more than 60%
of the total tribal population. During the 5th Five Year Plan period, the exercise of
identification of tribal majority blocks was undertaken. These were later constituted into
194 ITDAs/ITDPs in the country.
The present Tribal Sub Plan (TSP) strategy was initially developed by an Expert
Committee set up by the Ministry of Education and Social Welfare in 1972 under the
Chairmanship of Prof. S.C. Dube for the rapid socio-economic development of tribal
people and was adopted for the first time in the Fifth Five Year Plan. The TSP strategy,
with some modifications, continues till this day and the salient features with respect to
TSP for States, are given below:
i) The funds provided under the Tribal Sub Plan of the State have to be at least

equal in proportion to the ST population of each State or UT;
ii) Tribals and tribal areas of a State or UT are given benefits under the TSP, in

addition to what percolates from the overall Plan of a State/UT;
iii) The Sub-Plan should;
a) Identify the problems and need of tribal people and critical gaps in their
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

development.
Identity all available resources for TSP
Prepare a broad policy framework for development,
Prepare a detailed department wise plan
Define a suitable administrative strategy for its implementation.
Specify the mechanism for monitoring and evaluation.

(iv) The TSP strategy has been in operation in 22 States and 2 UTs. However, funds

meant for UTs are being provided for in the budget of Ministry of Home Affairs
since 2003-04 and therefore, the Ministry of Tribal Affairs is not concerned in the
administration of TSP funds in the UTs.
(v) TSP concept is not applicable to the tribal majority States of Arunachal

Pradesh, Meghalaya, Mizoram and Nagaland and in the UTs of Lakshadweep and
Dadra & Nagar Haveli where tribals represent more than 60 % of the population,
since the Annual Plan in these States/UTs is itself a Tribal Plan. A statement
showing State-wise total and Scheduled Tribe population as per census 1991, 2001
and 2011 respectively is given at ANNEXURE-I.
1.4.2 Funding of Tribal Development Programmes under TSP
Funds for tribal development under TSP are sourced from :
i) State Plans;
ii) The Special area programmes of Special Central Assistance (SCA) to Tribal Sub
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Plan (TSP) and Grant under Article 275 (1) of the Constitution, as also the funds
under the other Schemes of the Ministry;
iii) Sectoral programmes of Central Ministries/ Departments; and
iv) Institutional Finance.
1.4.3 TSP Components of States and UTs
The Planning Commission had issued guidelines for the States and UTs to earmark
funds for TSP to be placed under a separate Budget Head Code 796 from total State/
UT Plan outlay. As per guidelines issued by the Planning Commission, the Tribal Sub
Plan funds are to be non-divertible and non-lapsable. The guidelines also provide that
the Tribal Welfare Department will be nodal Departments for the formulation and
implementation of the Tribal Sub Plan in the States. Though the States are expected to
provide under the TSP funds which are at least equal to the percentage of the tribal
population to the total population in the State, and though the Ministry of Tribal Affairs
and the Planning Commission have repeatedly laid stress on earmarking of adequate
resources, some of the States while preparing the Annual Plan for even 2013-14 have
continued to allocate fewer than proportional resources to TSP.
1.4.4 TSP Components of Central Ministries/Departments
The TSP strategy is expected to be followed in the Central Ministries/Departments also
so that an adequate flow of funds in the Central Ministries/ Departments is ensured.
Ministries/ Departments had earlier been reporting difficulty in implementing TSP
citing indivisibility of projects, projects being applicable to all communities, including
SCs/STs, etc. The Ministry of Tribal Affairs taking this into account had approached
Planning Commission for devising a different strategy for Central Ministries on TSP.
The Planning Commission constituted a Task Force in June, 2010 under the
chairmanship of Dr. Narendra Jadhav, Member, Planning Commission. It recommended
a classification of specific list of Ministries/Departments according to their obligations
regarding earmarking of Plan outlays for TSP.
1.4.5 Special Central Assistance (SCA) to the Tribal Sub- Plan:
This is a major programme administered by the Ministry under which, grant is provided
to the State Governments based on annual allocation made by the Planning
Commission. This is treated as an additive to the State Plan, for areas where State Plan
provisions are not normally forthcoming to bring about economic development to
tribals. The programme was launched during 1974-75 and till the end of the IX Five
Year Plan, the SCA to TSP was meant for filling up critical gaps in the family-based
income- generating activities of TSP. From the Tenth Five Year Plan period, the
objective and scope of SCA to TSP, was expanded to cover employment-cum-income
generation activities and infrastructure incidental thereto. Beside family-based
activities, other activities run by the Self-Help Groups (SHGs)/ Community are also to
be taken up. The ultimate objective of extending SCA to TSP is to boost the demand
based income-generation programmes and thus raise the economic and social status of
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tribals. The guidelines for implementation by the States were revised in May, 2003, and
were further modified in January 2008. Recently in March 2014, the Ministry of Tribal
Affairs has issued operational guidelines for formulation, implementation and
monitoring of Tribal Sub-Plan and grants under Article 275(1) which has brought out
certain substantive changes in the thrust of these Special Area Programmes, as also
some procedural changes.
SCA is provided to 22 Tribal Sub-Plan States including the North Eastern States of
Assam, Manipur, Sikkim and Tripura and two Union Territories. Since 2003-04 funds
meant for UTs are being provided in the budget of Ministry of Home Affairs and
therefore, Ministry of Tribal Affairs is not concerned with the administration of funds in
the UTs. Funds under
SCA to TSP are released for economic development in the following areas and for the
following population: (i)

ITDP/ITDA areas (194 Nos.), which are generally contiguous areas of the size of
at least tehsil or block or more in which the ST population is 50% or more of the
total population;

(ii)

MADA pockets (259 Nos.), which are identified pockets having 50% or more ST
population with a minimum population of 10,000;

(iii)

Clusters (82 Nos.), which are identified pockets having 50% ST population with a
minimum population of 5,000,

(iv)

Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups (PTGs), characterized by a low rate of
growth of population, pre-agricultural level of technology and extremely low
level of literacy;

(v)

Dispersed tribal population - those tribals who fall outside the categories at Sl
No.(i) to (iv) above.

The Ministry provides 100% grant-in-aid to State Governments from the SCA funds
made available to the Ministry for the purpose annually by the Planning Commission.
Funds to the level of Rs. 15.00 Lakhs per village under the program for Development of
Forest Villages were also provided as an extension of the Special Central Assistance to
Tribal Sub Plan (SCA to TSP). Government has decided that an additional funding upto
Rs. 15.00 Lakh each would be provided to all those forest villages which have availed
the first phase funding during the Xth Plan.
Grants under the First Proviso to article 275(1) of the Constitution:
The Ministry of Tribal Affairs provide grants to 22 Tribal Sub-Plan and 4 tribal
majority States under the First Proviso to article 275(1) of the Constitution to meet the
cost of such projects for tribal development as may be undertaken by the State
Governments for the promoting the welfare of the Scheduled Tribes in the State and for
raising the level of administration of the Scheduled Areas therein to that of the rest of
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the State. Since 1997-98, it has been decided to utilize a part of the funds under Article
275(1) of the Constitution for setting up 100 Model Residential Schools (named as
Eklavya Vidyalaya) from class 6 th to 10 th in States & UTs for tribal students. For this
purpose, Rs.150.00 crores were earmarked during the 9 th Five Year Plan out of the
funds available under Article 275(1) of the Constitution. The objective of setting up of
the Eklavya Vidyalayas is to provide quality education to the tribal students. 164
Eklavya Vidyalayas were sanctioned to 22 States upto 31/03/2014 since the beginning
and 120 Schools are reported to be functional
A fixed grant under the second proviso to Article 275(1) of the Constitution (Non Plan)
is given to the Government of Assam in respect of the administration of tribal areas in
the hill districts of North Cachar and Karbi Anglong.
1.5 Centrally Sponsored Schemes:
The following Centrally Sponsored Schemes are presently being run by the Ministry of
Tribal Affairs for development of Scheduled Tribes.
(i) Post Matric Scholarship for STs /Book Bank
(ii) Upgradation of Merit of ST Students
(iii) Pre matric scholarship for ST students
(iv) Girls Hostels
(v) Boys Hostels
(vi) Establishment of Ashram Schools
(vii) Research and Training
(viii) Information and Mass Media
(ix) National Tribal Affairs Awards
(x) Centre of Excellence
(xi) Supporting Projects of All-India nature or Inter-State nature for Scheduled Tribes
(xii) Organisation of Tribal Festival
(xiii) Exchange of visits by Tribals
(xiv)Monitoring and Evaluation
(xv) Information Technology
(xvi)Lump-sum Provision for N.E.
Central Sector Schemes under which 100% Grant is given to States and UTs
The following Central Sector Schemes are presently being run by the Ministry of Tribal
Affairs for development of Scheduled Tribes:
(i) Grants-in-Aid to Voluntary Organisations
(ii) Special Incentives to NGOs performing exemplary tasks
(iii) Coaching & Allied Schemes
(iv) Vocational Training in Tribal Areas
(v) Strengthening of Education among ST Girls in Low Literacy Districts
(vi) Market Development of Tribal Products/ Produce (Tribal Cooperative Marketing
Development Federation of India Ltd. (TRIFED)
(vii) State Tribal Development Cooperative Corporation for Minor Forest
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Produce (viii) Development of Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups
(PVTGs)
(ix) National Scheduled Tribes Finance & Development Corporation
(x) Rajiv Gandhi National Fellowship for ST Students
(xi) Scheme of Institute of Excellence/ Top Class Institute
(xii) National Overseas Scholarship Scheme
(xiii) Mechanism for Marketing of Minor Forest Produce (MFP) through Minimum
Support Price (MSP) and Development of value Chain for MFP
(xiv) World Bank Project- Improving Development Programmes in the Tribal Areas
1.6 Recent Initiatives of Ministry of Tribal Affairs
The Ministry of Tribal Affairs committed to overall development of the people
belonging to Scheduled Tribes and to project the rights of such people and preserve and
promote tribal culture and heritage has recently taken up a number of new initiatives
towards their development.
1. Strengthening of Institutions:
The capacity of tribal people to harness the fruits of development and to access various
schemes for delivery of public goods and services has remained limited. The Integrated
Tribal Development Agencies were the Institutions assigned with the role to facilitate
such access. But over the years, several schemes- specific bodies at District level
became stronger whereas ITDAs/ ITDPs have become weak or non-existent in most of
the states. Similarly, Tribal Research Institutes have become weak in many states. This
has reduced knowledge support to persons in charge of tribal development. Urban areas
have seen increasing number of tribal people but there is no agency to look after their
special problems. During the year 2014-15, the Ministry has taken up strengthening of
these institutions on priority and also to create new ones so that they can deliver goods
and services more effectively. Under the existing schemes of SCA to Tribal Sub-Plan,
Grants under Article 275(1) of the Constitution and the scheme of ‘Grant-in-Aid to
Tribal Research Institutes’, the guidelines have been revised so that these institutions
may be equipped with proper infrastructure, manpower and flexibility.
2.1 In order to improve literacy amongst STs, Ministry of Tribal Affairs has taken
following initiatives during the last one year:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Campaign for 100% physical enrolment
Special focus on low literacy tribes and districts for all interventions
Constructions of Residential Schools & Hostels and upgrade existing facilities
Development of Primers in Tribal languages along with regional languages
Academic sessions to be in sync with Tribal Festivals
Schools Management committee to engage requisite teachers.

2. Umbrella scheme for Education of ST Children:

The following schemes for education have been merged into the umbrella scheme.
a) Establishing and strengthening of Ashram Schools.
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Establishing and strengthening of Hostels.
Vocational training in tribal areas.
Post-Matric Scholarship.
Pre-Matric Scholarship.
The needs vary from State to State and this new scheme gives flexibility to opt for
expenditure. This year bulk of the grants have gone for scholarships.
b)
c)
d)
e)

3. Scheduling of Tribes and change of guidelines:

There are several communities which are not included in the list of Scheduled Tribes
and who claim the status of Scheduled Tribe on various grounds. The present process
for inclusion of community under Scheduled Tribe is non- transparent. Some of these
claiming communities were left out because of some historical mistakes like wrongly
spelling them or due to phonetic variations mainly because of writing of vernacular
names in Roman script. A task force constituted under the chairmanship of Secretary,
Ministry of Tribal Affairs examined these issues in detail and submitted their
recommendations to the Ministry of Tribal Affairs. All the recommendations of the
Task Force have been accepted by the Ministry. One of the key recommendations of the
Task Force is that the valid names of communities is that in Devnagri script so that the
phonetic variation in English alphabet does not lead to multiple rendering of the names.
4. Institutional mechanisms for promotion of Tribal Products and Marketing:

Scheme for Minor Forest Produce:
The price of MFP is very often determined by traders rather than by demand and supply
because of skewed information. The scheme is initially implemented in States having
areas under fifth Schedule of the Constitution for 12 MFPs namely (i) Tendu Leaves (ii)
Bamboo (iii) Mahua seed (iv) Sal Leaf (v) Sal Seed (vi) Lac (vii) Chironjee (viii) Wild
Honey (ix) Myrobalan (x) Tamarind (xi) Gums (Gum Karaya) and (xii) Karanj. The
Ministry’s agency, TRIFED has hosted ‘MFPNET’, a web-based portal through which
current price of MFPs can be known across important Mandis of different States.
a)

b)

Inauguration of Call Centre and Toll Free Number:

In order to provide real time information, daily prices of Minor Forest Produce in
various Mandis across the country can now be obtained through Toll Free Number
1800180-1551 which was inaugurated by the Hon’ble Minister for Tribal Affairs on
02.09.2014
c) E-Commerce Portal:

A portal for direct selling has been launched by TRIFED. In addition, TRIFED has tied
up with "snapdeal.com”.
5.

Centres of Excellence

The Ministry supports strengthening active research in Universities and reputed
institutions in order to involve them in a more focused, long term and policy-oriented
work relating to scheduling of Tribes. Currently three institutions are functioning with
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support from the Ministry:
National Institute of Rural Development, Hyderabad in the field of Local
Governance and Rural Development.
ii) BAIF Development Research Foundation, Pune in the field of Rural
Technologies for Improvement in Livelihood and Quality of Life.
iii) Bhasha Research and Publication Centre, Vadodra in the field of Information,
Education and Communication.
i)

The Ministry has recognized the Department of Odia, Vishva Bharati, Shanti NIketan
Centre of Excellence in the field of Tribal Language and Literature. Another proposal
has been approved by the Ministry to establish a National Research Centre in the Tribal
Research Institute, Bhubaneswar to promote research activities on subjects/ issues for
socio- economic development and culture of Scheduled Tribes.
6. Implementation of Forest Rights Act:
The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers(Recognition of Forest
Rights) Act, 2006is a landmark legislation to recognize the pre-existing rights of tribals
and other traditional forest dwellers who are in occupation of forest land, but whose
rights could not be recorded. A copy of the Act is placed at Annexure-II. The Act has
come into force w.e.f. 31/12/2007. In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-Sections
(1) and (2) of Section 14 of the Act Government of India have also notified the
Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers(Recognition of Forest Rights)
Rules, 2007 and these Rules have become effective from 01/01/2008. A copy of these
Rules is placed at Annexure-III. As per information made available by the Ministry of
Tribal Affairs, by the end of January, 2015, i.e. during more than seven years of
implementation of the Act, more than 39.61 lakh claims have been filed. Of these,
15.32 lakh Individual Rights and more than 29,800 Community Forest Rights titles
have been distributed covering a total area of 72.09 lakh acres of land. So far 83.06 per
cent of claim applications filed have been disposed of.
7. Vanbandhu Kalyan Yojana:

In order to achieve comprehensive development of tribals, Vanbandhu Kalyan Yojana
(VKY) is being implemented by the Ministry of Tribal Affairs which focuses on
convergence of different schemes of development. VKY also envisages a shift in
working character and rather than focusing merely on physical and financial
achievements. For example, instead of number of schools, it will see the number of
students who have passed with distinction. The proposed intervention is aimed at
adopting a holistic approach commensurate to the Gujarat Model for overall
development of the tribal people with sustainability.
During 2014-15, budgetary support of Rs.3850 Crores has been made for various plan
schemes of the Ministry at RE stage. A Project Appraisal Committee, headed by
Secretary, Tribal Affairs, with representatives of State Governments, Financial Advisor
Planning Commission, etc. has been constituted to appraise and approve the proposals
for allocation under various schemes of the Ministry. This has helped in ensuring
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consultation with the States, convergence of various schemes of the Ministry and other
Centrally Sponsored Schemes, transparency in the process of appraisal and fund
releases and ensuring optimal allocation of limited financial resources. The Committee
has prioritized on education especially that of girl child and low literacy tribes; health
especially Sickle Cell Anaemia, Malaria, Malnutrition and Livelihood. Facilities of
Toilets with running water and electricity in residential schools has been emphasized.
This process has helped in synchronizing national priorities with State priorities.
8. Health and Nutrition Initiatives:

Initiatives taken by the Ministry of Tribal Affairs in relation to Health and Nutrition
aspect of Scheduled Tribes are:
a. Sickle Cell Anaemia: To eradicate Sickle Cell Anaemia, health check-up followed
by issue of Health cards of students of tribal department schools/ hostels to
identify sickle cell trait (HbAS) (SCT) cases has been undertaken. Parents are to
be made aware of the problems and its prevention methods. Health ministry has
been requested to include Sickle Cell test for all population groups in malariaprone areas.
b.

Malaria: Composite fish culture for controlling mosquito population and also to
provide protein supplement to the people has been advocated and supported.

c.

Traditional Corps and Food: Growing and consumption of minor millets, kitchen
garden for green leafy vegetable are encouraged in the project approvals to
address nutritional issues

d.

Tribal Medicines and Practices: Documentation of Tribal Medicines and practices
through Tribal Research Institutes has been initiated. Efforts to mainstream tribal
medicines and validated practices for effective health service delivery for Tribal
people has been started.

9. National Tribal Festival

The Ministry of Tribal Affairs organized the National Tribal Festival ‘VANAJ’ in New
Delhi from 13th to 18th February, 2015. The festival provided glimpses of rich cultural
heritage of tribal communities across the country through unique forms of folk dances,
songs and other traditional practices and focused on developing a sense of appreciation
of the cultural diversity of the country. The highlights of the Festival included state
specific tribal huts, exhibition of books, art and crafts, tribal cuisine, award winning
photographs and demonstration of traditional skill in painting, craft and traditional
medical practices. Screening of documentary films and seminars on subject relevant to
tribal issues were other attractions of the six days’ event. The event would be organised
from 2 nd Friday to 3rd Wednesday of February every year.
9.16 Details regarding each Scheme mentioned above and working of these Schemes
and other activities of the Ministry of Tribal Affairs are available on the website of the
Ministry of Tribal Affairs (http://www.tribal.nic.in)
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1.7 Scheduled Areas
The Scheduled Tribes live in contiguous areas unlike other communities. It is,
therefore, much simpler to have area approach for development activities and also
regulatory provisions to protect their interests. In order to protect the interests of
Scheduled Tribes with regard to land alienation and other social factors, provisions of
"Fifth Schedule” and "Sixth Schedule” have been enshrined in the Constitution.
The Fifth Schedule under Article 244(1) of Constitution defines "Scheduled
Areas” as such areas as the President may by Order declare to be Scheduled Areas after
consultation with the Governor of that State. This schedule contains provisions
regarding the administration and control of the Scheduled Areas and Scheduled Tribes.
There are nine States having Scheduled Areas, viz., Andhra Pradesh Chhattisgarh,
Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Orissa, and
Rajasthan. The Governors of these States have special responsibilities and powers.
These States have Tribes Advisory Councils (TACs). [In addition, Tamil Nadu and
West Bengal, which do not have any Scheduled Areas, also have statutory TACs]. List
of orders in operation at present in their original or amended form may be seen on the
website of the Ministry of Tribal Affairs i.e. (http://www.tribal.nic.in)
The Sixth Schedule under Article 244(2) of the Constitution relates to those
areas in the north-east which re-declared as "tribal areas” and provides for an District or
Regional Autonomous Councils for such areas. These councils have wide ranging
legislative, judicial and executive powers. The Schedule also contains provisions
relating to the administration of the areas declared as ‘tribal areas’. The Tribal Areas in
relation to this Schedule are in the States of Assam, (North Cochar Hills District and
Karbi Anglong District) Meghalaya, Mizoram and Tripura. There are Autonomous
District Councils and Autonomous Regional Councils in these areas, which have a long
tradition of self-management systems. These Autonomous Councils not only an
administers various Departments and developmental programmes but they also have
powers to make large on a variety of subjects, e.g., land, forest, shifting cultivation,
village or town administration including village or town police and public health and
sanitation, inheritance of property, marriage and divorce and social systems. These
Councils are elected bodies and have powers of legislation, administration of justice
apart from executive developmental and financial responsibilities.
The advantages of Scheduled Areas are:
(a) The Governor of a State, which has Scheduled Areas, is empower to make
regulations in respect of the following:
(i) Prohibit or restrict transfer of land from tribals;
(ii) Regulate the business of money lending to the members of Scheduled
Tribes.
In making any such regulation, the Governor may repeal or amend any Act
of Parliament or of the Legislature of the State, which is applicable to the
area in question.
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(b) The Governor may by public notification direct that any particular Act of

Parliament or of the Legislature of the State shall not apply to a Scheduled Area
or any part thereof in the State or shall apply to such area subject to such
exceptions and modifications as he may specify.
(c ) The Governor of a State having Scheduled Areas therein, shall annually, or
whenever so required by the President of India, make a report to the President
regarding the administration of the Scheduled Areas in that State and the
executive power of the Union shall extend to the giving of directions to the
State as to the administration of the said area.
(d) Tribes Advisory Council [TAC] shall be established in States having Scheduled

Areas. The TAC may also be established in any State having Scheduled Tribes
but not Scheduled Areas on the direction of the President of India. The TAC
consists of not more than twenty members of whom, as nearly as may be, three
fourths are from the representatives of Scheduled Tribes in the Legislative
Assembly of the State. The role of TAC is to advise the State Government on
matters pertaining to the welfare and advancement of the Scheduled Tribes in
the State as may be referred to it by the Governor.
(e) The Panchayats (Extension to Scheduled Areas) Act, 1996, vide which the

provisions of Panchayats, contained in Part IX of the Constitution, were
extended to Scheduled Areas, also contains special provisions for the benefit of
Scheduled Tribes.
1.7.1 Panchayats (Extension to Scheduled Areas) ACT, 1996
The provisions of Part IX of the Constitution relating to Panchayats have been extended
to the Scheduled Areas in various States through the Panchayats (Extension to
Scheduled Areas) Act, 1996. Section (4) of this Act provides that notwithstanding
anything contained under Part IX of the Constitution, the Legislature of a State shall not
make any law under that Part which is inconsistent with any of the features mentioned
in this Section. Section (4) of the Act, inter alia, provides that:(i) (a) Every Gram Sabha shall approve of the plans, programmes and projects for

social and economic development before such plans, programmes and projects
are taken up for implementation by the Panchayat at the village level.
(b) Every Gram Sabha shall be responsible for the identification or selection of
persons as beneficiaries under the poverty alleviation and other programmes.
(i)

Every Panchayat at the village level shall be required to obtain from the Gram
Sabha a certification of utilization of funds by that Panchayat for the plans,
programmes and projects.

(iii)

The Gram Sabha or the Panchayats at the appropriate level shall be consulted
before making the acquisition of land in the Scheduled Areas for development
projects and before re-settling or rehabilitating persons affected by such
projects in the Scheduled Areas.
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(iv)

The recommendations of the Gram Sabha or the Panchayats at the appropriate
level shall be made mandatory prior to grant of prospecting license or mining
lease for minor minerals in the Scheduled Areas.

(v)

The State Legislature shall endeavour to follow the pattern of the Sixth
Schedule to the Constitution while designing the administrative arrangements
in the Panchayats at district levels in the Scheduled Areas.

Some other powers of Gram Sabhas in the Scheduled Areas as provided in Section (4)
of the Act relate to (i) safeguarding and preserving the traditions and customs of the
tribal people, (ii) planning and management of miner water bodies in the Scheduled
Areas. The State Legislature is required to ensure that the Panchayats at appropriate
level and the Gram Sabha are endowed specifically with the power(i) to enforce prohibition or to regulate or restrict the sale and consumption of any

intoxicant,
(ii) to grant the ownership of minor forest produce,
(iii) to prevent the alienation of land in the Scheduled Areas and to take appropriate
action to restore any unlawfully alienated land to a Scheduled Tribe,
(iv) to manage village markets,
(v) to exercise control over money lending to Scheduled Tribes,
(vi) to exercise control over institutions and functionaries in social sectors and,
(vii) to exercise control over local plans and resources for such plans including tribalsub plans.
1.7.2 Scheduling and de-scheduling of Tribes:
Empowered by Clause (1) of Article 342, the President may, with respect to any State
or Union Territory, and where it is a State, after consultation with the governor thereof,
notify tribes or tribal communities or parts of these as Scheduled Tribes. This confers
on the tribe or part of it a Constitutional status for availing the rights and safeguards
provided for the Scheduled Tribes in the Constitution, in their respective State/UT.
Clause (2) of the Article empowers the Parliament to pass a law to include in or exclude
from the list of Scheduled Tribes, any tribe or tribal community or parts of these.
1.7.3 Criteria for specification of a community as a Scheduled Tribe:
The criteria followed for specification of a community as a Scheduled Tribe are:
(a) Indication of primitive traits,
(b) Distinctive culture,
(c) Geographical isolation,
(d) Shyness of contact with the community at large, and
(e) Backwardness.
These criteria are not spelt out in the Constitution but has become well established. It
takes into account the definitions in the 1931 Census, the reports of the first Backward
Classes Commission (Kalelkar) 1955, the Advisory Committee on Revision of SC/ST
lists (Lokur Committee) 1965 and the Joint Committee of Parliament on the Scheduled
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Castes and Scheduled Tribes Order (Amendment) Bill, 1967 (Chanda Committee)
1969.
1.7.4 Procedure for inclusion in or exclusion from the list of Scheduled Tribes
In June, 1999, the Government approved modalities for deciding claims for inclusion in
or exclusion from the lists of Scheduled Tribes. According to these approved
guidelines, only those claims that have been agreed to by the concerned State
Government, the Registrar General of India and the National Commission for
Scheduled Castes & Scheduled Tribes will be taken up for consideration.
Whenever representations are received in the Ministry of Tribal Affairs for inclusion of
any community in the list of Scheduled Tribes of a State/UT, the Ministry forwards that
representation to the concerned State Government/U.T. Administration for
recommendation as required under Article 342 of the Constitution. If the concerned
State Government recommends the proposal, then the same is sent to the Registrar
General of India (RGI). The RGI, if satisfied with recommendation of the State
Government, recommends the proposal to the Central Government. Thereafter, the
Ministry of Tribal Affairs refers the proposal to the National Commission for Scheduled
Castes and Scheduled Tribes for their recommendation. If the National Commission for
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes also recommends the case, the matter is
processed for the decision of the Cabinet after consulting the concerned administrative
Ministries. Thereafter the matter is put up before the Parliament in the form of a Bill to
amend the Presidential Order.
In case, there is disagreement between the views of the State Government and the RGI,
the views of the RGI are sent to the State Government for reviewing or further
justifying their recommendation. On receipt of the further clarification from the State
Government/ Union Territory Administration, the proposal is again referred to the RGI
for comments. In such cases, where the RGI does not agree to the point of view of the
State Government/ UT Administration, Government of India may reject the said
proposal.
Claims that neither the RGI nor the concerned State Government have supported are
rejected. Similarly, those cases where the State Government and the RGI favour
inclusion /exclusion, but not supported by the National Commission for Scheduled
Castes and Scheduled Tribes are also rejected.
Authorities Competent to Issue Scheduled Tribe certificates:
The candidates belonging to Scheduled Tribes may get Scheduled Tribe certificates, in
the prescribed form, from any one of the following authorities:
(i) District Magistrate/Additional District Magistrate/ Collector/ Deputy
Commissioner/ Additional Deputy Commissioner/Deputy Collector/ Ist Class
Stipendiary Magistrate/ City Magistrate/ Sub Divisional Magistrate/ Taluka
Magistrate/Executive Magistrate/ Extra Assistant Commissioner. [not below the
rank of 1 st Class Stipendiary Magistrate]
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(ii) Chief

Presidency Magistrate/Additional
Presidency Magistrate

Chief

Presidency

Magistrate/

(iii) Revenue Officers not below the rank of Tehsildar
(iv) Sub- Divisional Officer of the Area where the candidate and/ or his family

normally resides
Administrator/ Secretary to the Administrator/ Development Officer
[Lakshadweep Islands]
Points to be observed while issuing/ verifying Scheduled Tribe certificates
Various points and issues are required to be considered before issuing a caste certificate
to an applicant. The nodal Ministry dealing with the policy issue relating to the subject
matter relating to inclusion into and exclusion from the list of SCs/STs has been with
the Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment. These points and issues are given in
detail on the website of the Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment
(http://www.socialjustice.nic.in). However, some important issues are highlighted in
this Handbook for ready reference.
(v)

Where a person claims to belong to a Scheduled Tribes by birth it should be verified
that:(i)

The person and his/her parents actually belong to the community claimed;

(ii) The community is included in the Presidential Order specifying the Scheduled

Tribes in relation to the concerned State;
(iii) The person belongs to that State and to the area within that State in respect of

which the community has been scheduled;
(iv) He/she may profess any religion;
(v) He/she or his/her parents/grandparents etc., should be permanent resident of the

State/UT on the date of notification of the Presidential Order applicable in
his/her case.
(vi) A person who is temporarily away from his permanent place of residence at the

time of the notification of the Presidential Order applicable in his case, say for
example to earn a living or seek education, etc. can also be regarded as a
Scheduled Tribe, if his tribe has been specified in that Order in relation to his
State/Union Territory. But he/she cannot be treated as such in relation to the
place of his temporary residence notwithstanding the fact that the name of
his/her tribe has been scheduled in respect of that State where he/she is
temporarily settled, in any Presidential Order.
(vii) In the case of persons born after the date of notification of the relevant

Presidential Order, the place of residence for the purpose of acquiring
Scheduled Tribe status, is the place of permanent abode of their parents at the
time of the notification of the Presidential Order under which they claim to
belong to such a tribe.
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Scheduled Tribe claims on migration:
Where a person migrates from the portion of the State in respect of which his
community is scheduled to another part of the same State in respect of which
community is not scheduled, he will continue to be deemed to be a member of the
Scheduled Tribe, in relation to that State;
Where a person migrates from one State to another, he can claim to belong to a
Scheduled Tribe only in relation to the State to which he originally belonged and not in
respect of the State to which he has migrated.
Scheduled Tribe claims after marriage and status of their children:
The guiding principle is that no person who was not a Scheduled Tribe by birth will be
deemed to be a member of Scheduled Tribe merely because he or she has married a
person belonging to a Scheduled Tribe. Similarly, a person who is a member of a
Scheduled Tribe would continue to be a member of that Scheduled Tribe, even after his
or her marriage with a person who does not belong to a Scheduled Tribes. However,
status of the children born out of such marriages would depend on the particular caste
status of the father.

1.8 Integrated Tribal Development Agency, Paralakhemundi
Among tribals, the Saora (Saura) community constitutes numerically the largest group
in this ITDA area and Lanjia Saora is considered most primitive in this area.
Aspects of Saora Culture
Ethno History:
The saoras are one of the oldest known tribes of India. They are called by various terms
such as Savaras, Sabaras, Saura, Saora etc. But here the term, Saora is used uniformly
as it closely approximates their language. They are widely distributed from
Bundelkhand in the west to Orissa in the east. But, they are found in great compactness
on the edges of the Eastern ghats in Ganjam, Gajapati and undivided Koraput districts
of Orissa and Srikakulam district of Andhra Pradesh. The saoras show their racial
affinity to the proto Australoid physical characters which are dominant among the
aborigines of central and Southern India.
Their language is akin to the Kolarian stock which has close resemblance to the forms
of speech of wild tribes of Malayan peninsula and Nicobar. Their linguistic affinity with
tribes of south east suggests their migration from the islands of India Archipelago and
Malayan peninsula, unless contrary is proved that India was the cradle land of the
Kolana speaking tribes and south eastern countries were colonized by them.
The term 'Saora' appears to have two connotations - one derived from 'Sagoriss', the
Scythian word for axe and the other from 'Saba roye', the Sanskrit term for carrying a
dead body. Both of them fit well with their habits of carrying on axe always on their
shoulders with their primitive occupation of hunting.
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The epics and puranas refer to their devotion to the Hindu religious heroes like Rama
and the Jaganath cult. The legend of Viswabasu, a Saora king who worshiped the image
of Vishnu in the term of Lord Jaganath indicates the impact of Vaishnavism on the
Saoras.
It is well known that, like other tribal communities, the Saoras are the indigenous,
autochthons of India in the sense that they had been long settled in different parts of the
country particularly on the plains and river valleys and other fertile areas. Many of the
Saoras were in a food gathering economy and a few were perhaps on the threshold of a
real food producing economy. On the whole, they were in all respects primitive, wild
and under developed.
Ecological Settings and Residential Pattern: The hill Saoras build their small huts at the foot of the hills or on the hill slopes, where
suitable plain land is available in the proximity of a hill stream.
A typical Saora house is rectangular in ground plan having mainly three portions - the
open front verandah, the closed back porch and in between the bedroom-cum-kitchen.
The fowl pen is provided either in one of the corners of bedroom or in the back
verandah and the pigsty is in the front of the house attached to the front verandah.
The mud walled and grass thatched huts give a feeling of warmth and comfort. It is dark
inside because no window is provided in the house. For the Saoras who spend most of
their time outside in the field, ventilation is not important as the darkness is not because
of privacy but because of the need for keeping the inside of the house out of sight of
Ghosts and spirits and safeguarding against the evil eye.
Village
Saora village broadly conform to a linear pattern. Each village consists of two rows of
houses facing each other and separated by a long and narrow village street road. The
individual houses in each row are built adjacent to one another thus forming the front
verandah of all houses - continuous one from one end of the row to other.
Among the hill Saoras, the villages are situated in the most inaccessible areas that can
be imagined and in most cases lie hidden in the thick forests making it most difficult to
reach them except through ZigZag foot paths. Their settlements are not shifting. There
is nothing nomadic nature in their settlement pattern. The size of the Saora village is
mainly governed by the extent of hill slopes and forest land available for shifting
cultivation.
Economic Organisation
The Saoras can be divided broadly into two economic classes. (1) The Saoras of the
plains depending on either wet cultivation or wage earning and selling fire wood and (2)
The hill Saoras practicing shifting cultivation and terraced cultivation on the hill slopes.
In most cases the Saoras of the plains are subservient to the advanced section of the
neighbouring non-tribal communities. They provide labour to the non-tribal land
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owners at the time of weeding, transplanting, harvesting and other agricultural
operations and sell fire wood and leaf plates in the local markets. In all theses works
women rather than men take active part and earn the major part of the family income.
Religious Beliefs and Practices:
The Saoras live in a world of spirits and their culture is marked with elaborate
ceremonialism and ritualism. The spirits control the course of nature and human life and
the need to keep them under control has given rise to numerous religious practices,
magical spells and incantations, sorcery and witch crafts. Religious specialists,
magicians, sorceress and shamans are there in the saora society to cater to their
religious and magical needs.
Arts, Crafts and Dance
A number of sketches are seen both outside and inside (which is absolutely dark the
house of a Saora. These drawings are symbolic and rarely, if at all, have
anthropomorphic form. Family deity (Idai soom), Sun (Eoog soom) and Moon (Angei
soom) are commonly represented in these symbols. After marriage, the bride and groom
sit under these ikons. Agricultural produces after first harvest of the season are also
placed before these deities as offerings. The drawing of designs on walls as
representatives of deities and their worship is common throughout orissa including in
Laxmipuja and undoubtedly is of prehistoric origin. The Saoras keep a record of the
departing souls by placing a long sharply outlined stone at a community place near the
village on 1st death anniversary. The anniversary may not fall as per calendar. On the
same day the village may have a common anniversary. Big stones are used in memory
of adult (Souls) and Small stones for children. The place and the custom is known as
'Guara'.
The Saoras dance during the ceremonies and marriages. men, women and children
crowd over each other and dance. The dance consists of rhythmic forward and
backward rockings tuned to musical beats. Musical instruments are invariably played by
men. Sometimes the musician may make the dancers travel up and down a slope. The
men carry sticks, arrows and bow, swords, etc. and blow whistles and make peculiar
sound. The religious dances are rarely accompanied by songs except during marriage
ceremony. Of course, songs go a begging during leisure hours, during work or from
work.
All this has generated the necessity of musical instruments. The tribal economy, fairly
self context, had to make its own instruments. Some of the instruments ,the Saoras
make are 'Dollun'(Hemispherical drum,'Tudumn', Dagadan(Kettle drum),'Kadigan' and
'Jaltarang' made from reeds and played with bare fingers. There are three types of string
instruments called 'Gogerajan', 'Mamerajan' 'Kuranrajan' of Lanjia Saoras of serango.
One stringed instrument in Mahendragiri area is made as follows:
Hemispherical copra is sliced off at the narrow end and a thin animal skin is tightly tied
up. Two holes are made on the diameter side and a bamboo rod (seasoned with fire) is
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inserted. Pegs are fixed at both end of the rod and metallic wires are tied. The bow is
made from the dried tender of salpa vine, tied to a thin lamina of bamboo. An
accompanying beat instrument is made from bamboo as follows:
A hallow green bamboo about l feet long, with two joints at both ends intact is taken
and a narrow strip along the length of breadth about 3cms is removed with sharp knife.
The bamboo is seasoned with fire, so that it gives a clear resonant distinct beat, when
beaten with a solid thin seasoned bamboo stick along the slit. Brass instruments like
horn, gong, cymbal, trumpet played by tribals are purchased from outside."
The dress of Saora is simple and supplied by a person of "Damba" caste (who is also his
money lender). The dress of lady consists of a waist cloth with grey borders hardly
reaching the knee. Only in chilly weather, the upper portion of the body is covered. The
man's dress consists of a loin cloth. A few necklaces of glass, clay, Kaincha or Gunja
laced with threads or wire plastic or horn beads, wooden or metal ear rings, brass hair
pins, brass rings, little rings of alae of nose, metal bangles and anklets constitute the
jewellery of saoras.
Archery continues to be important for hunting, fishing, and self protection. The bow
string like bow of string instruments is made from tenders of salapa vine. Most of the
fishing of saoras is still done with bow and arrow, this in turn depending on keen
eyesight and sharp reflexes.
Craftsmanship, as the outsider understands it, is not exactly the field of excellence of
saora.But, some traditional designs deserves mention (i)the oil extraction unit which is
fitted to a tree and oil is extracted by the sheer weight of man sitting on it.(ii) the
distillery of portable type.(iii)containers-cum- tumblers for drinks from dried gourd for
salapa and from bamboo for Mahuli.(iv) A brass tumbler for drinks made with extra
finishing. This one, of course, like all other brass items is made by non-tribals.
Evolution of Suitable Strategy for Development
The British government followed a policy of Laissez- faire keeping in view the strategy
of isolating the tribals from the main stream. At first the tribal areas were administered
according to the special laws such as the Ganjam and Vizagpatnam Act,1839.Later all
these areas were declared as "Scheduled Districts" and their administration was
conducted in accordance with scheduled District Act,1874.In the Government of India
Act,1919 these area were removed with different degrees of exclusion such as "wholly
excluded Areas" and "Area of Modified Exclusion" which were changed in the
Government of India Act,1935 as "Excluded Areas" and "Partially Excluded Areas".
The tribal tracts of Orissa were declared as "partially excluded".
The policy of welfare state changed after independence has cast a heavy responsibility
on the Government with regard to protection and advancement of scheduled tribes. The
first phase of development with a specially evolved strategy was the introduction of
multipurpose tribal development blocks in select areas of tribal concentration in the
second Five Year Plan. Encouraged by the response from tribals, the tribal development
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was taken up by carving out of TD blocks during 3 rd Five Year Plan which also
continued in the 4th Five-year Plan period also.
The programmes of development of Tribal Development Blocks were basically the
same as that of C.D.Blocks. But, the schematic provision was more than double in TD
Blocks vis-a-vis C.D.Blocks. These development efforts through Blocks resulted in
diffusion of activities and increased the gulf between tribals and non-tribals which high
lighted the need for more concerted and concentrated effort which resulted in launching
of TDAs and ITDPs in the areas of more backwardness during 5 th Plan period.
A serious effort was made at the commencement of the 5 th Plan for an integrated
development approach in planning for tribals in Blocks with tribal concentration of 50
percent and more which was named as tribal Sub-Plan. They were constituted into
viable ITDPs.
During Medium Term Plan starting from 1978, pockets with minimum population of
10000 having 50 percent tribal tribals living in contiguous areas were taken up for
intensive development under "Modified Area Development Approach". Similarly,
micro projects were formed in isolated pockets for development of primitive tribes.
The 6 th Plan document envisaged a major break-through in the field of tribal
development. The strategy for tribal development as evolved during the 5th Plan had
two objectives i.e. area development and economic upliftment of individual tribal
beneficiaries as against the main thrust on area development till launching of the 5 th
Plan. These two objectives were further revolutionalised during 6th Plan period in
favour of development of critical infrastructure and bringing out 50% of tribal families
above poverty line through family oriented Income Generating Schemes and raising the
level of productivity in core economic sectors like Agriculture, horticulture and animal
husbandry etc. The dispute as to whether a policy of isolation or a policy of assimilation
should be followed in matter of tribal development has been shelved forever with the 5 th
and 6 th plan objectives to bring these people on par with general population and to
induct them into the national main stream in a given time span. As it involves massive
investment of human and natural resources, the main thrust of development would
come from general sectoral programmes. As it has been decided to bring the tribal
population on par with general population in a given time span, the Sub-Plan approach
envisages quantification of pooled resources under various sectoral programmes for
speedy development of tribal people and tribal areas.
Prior to formation of ITDA, Paralakhemundi in 1979, the TDA, Paralakhemundi was
functioning since March 1972 covering 7 blocks of Paralakhemundi Sub-Division (now
Gajapati District) and Tumba Agency area of Berhmpur Sub-Division (now in Ganjam
District). The TDA was constituted with the assistance from Govt. of India, Ministry of
Agriculture to serve as a catalyst for stimulating, fostering and promoting the
developmental activities in the project area for the tribals only. The TDA programme
was only additive or supplemental in nature and is not intended to replace or substitute
the normal flow of funds from the State Government source for execution of various
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developmental schemes in the project area. The programmes implemented during TDA
period were mainly related to agriculture, Irrigation and rural communication
programmes. Since TDA was functioning in this area, ITDP/ITDA was not constituted,
although ITDPs were formed since 1974-75 in other tribal areas of State.
At the instance of Govt. of India, it has been decided that after 30.06.79, the uniform
pattern of ITDP/ITDA should be extended to the entire Sub-Plan area.
In pursuance of the above decision, the ITDP, Paralakhemundi was grounded on
30.06.79 as per resolution no. 19149 dt.28.06.79 of erstwhile H&TW Department,
Govt. of Orissa. The ITDP, Paralakhemundi was converted into ITDA in pursuance of
resolution No. 19155 dt. 28.06.79 of Govt. in erstwhile H&TW Department, Orissa.
The ITDA, Paralakhemundi was registered as society on 30.08.79 under the Societies
Registration Act of 1860 bearing registration No.15998/832 of 1979-80.
Guidelines on Schemes included Under SCA to TSP
The guidelines for utilization of Special Central assistance to tribal Sub-Plan (SCA to
TSP) has been reiterated as follows:
i) The tribal population living below the poverty line should alone be covered under
SCA financed activities, with special emphasis on raising their socio-economic status to
that of the rest of the population in the Block/District/State
SCA to TSP should be utilized for filling up critical gaps in both the primary
schemes supporting Family/SHG/Community based employment-cum-income
generation activities and the infrastructure incidental thereto However, not more than
3% SCA received can be permitted for purpose of developing infrastructure In case of
development of infrastructure requires greater investment, funds from other ongoing
programmes like MSDP, Forest Right Act, State-Plan, Non Plan, Integrated Action
Plan, SGRY,BRGF,WADI etc should be dovetailed and village communities persuaded
to contribute labour to complete the project Works to be taken up should be of durable
nature and should meet technical standards The projects should be cost effective The
technical sanction would be accorded as per rules of the Government and
Administrative Approval given by the competent authority Records have to be
maintained for the Assets created giving details of cost, date of start date of completion
etc
ii)

iii) While planning for Family/SHG/Community based employment-cum-income

generation activities, every effort should be made to converge the services, manpower
and infrastructure already available under tribal related sectors
iv) While formulating SCA funded TSP activities, priority should be given to the

development of the most neglected tribals living in the Forest Villages
v) Innovative projects for creating employment-cum-income generation activities based

on the felt needs of the local tribals should be given priority. To this effect, the ground
level functionaries should also be geared up effectively so as to attract optimal
institutional finance
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vi) Long term area specific micro planning by taking into consideration ITDAs and the

Blocks/Clusters therein as geographical units should be taken up under SCA to TSP
Multi-disciplinary agencies could be entrusted with the task of preparing such long term
plans indicating estimates with the task of funds from the State Plan (TSP), the Central
Plan (SCA to TSP) and through the grants-in -aid under Article 275(1) of the
Constitution.
vii) Since SCA to TSP is an additive to the State plan, and has to be utilized as a gap
filler to implement the schemes being taken up out of the TSP funds earmarked under
the Annual state Plan, it has to be ensured that the schemes funded out of SCA to TSP
are supplementary to the schemes being taken up out of TSP funds earmarked in the
annual State Plan In other words, the SCA is not an open ended stand alone programme
under which funds can be utilized in violation of the guidelines prescribed for
implementation of income generating schemes and infrastructure development projects
under the State Plan including Central Sector and centrally sponsored similar ongoing
schemes
viii) Whenever a conjunctional flow of funds can be ensured from the other ongoing

development programmes of District and State Plan activities, every effort should be
made to dovetail all ongoing programmes so as to have a better spatial and demographic
coverage The Government encourages a more focused approach leading to perceptible
change in the tribal areas rather than resources being spread too thin under various
sectors, in a disintegrated fashion
ix) Projects /Schemes should be so drawn up that issues affecting tribal women should

be brought centre stage and their participation, right from the stage of formulation to
implementation of various developmental projects needs to be ensured to this effect at
least 3% of funds should be kept apart and shown under the 'Women's Component' and
spent for income generating activities of women beneficiaries
x) It is a pre-requisite to formulate specific schemes/programmes that have a direct

bearing on the economic development of tribals as suitable to their socio-economic and
ecological situation The schemes /programmes thus formulated should be discussed in
detail by the Project Level Committee (PLC) before their approval It is to be noted that
approval to the projects and schemes to be accorded by the PLC is in accordance with
the SCA guidelines
xi) The Special programmes/schemes thus formulated/proposed should necessary reflect

physical and financial targets with specific time frame, to facilitate monitoring in
implementation of the same, from time to time
xii) in view of the diverse and varied physical and socio-economic conditions of the

tribals, the SCA funds directed especially to the poverty alleviation programmes should
necessarily support such innovative income generating and employment
activities/programmes with sustainable relevance/utility to the tribal beneficiaries
xiii) While utilizing the SCA funds for the development of Forest Villages and the

tribals living therein, it is essential not only to identify their specific problems but also
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to propose specific package for their development by specially formulating specific
schemes that are not only suitable to the prevailing conditions but also ensuring their
effective synchronization with the programmes of Forest Department vizJFM Similar
special attention should also be accorded to the shifting cultivators by devising
suitable/alternative income generating and self- employment activities to be supported
with SCA funds
xiv) Detailed information about all the projects sanctioned/funded under SCA to TSP
along with the progress for their implementation needs to be kept up-to-date at the
center, from time to time to facilitating effective monitoring
xv) People's participation is a thread that runs across the tribal fabric and the approach

towards tribal development should, therefore, ensure that their strength is harnessed
xvi) The ground level mechanism should be effectively geared up so as to attract

optimal institutional finance for enhanced income generating activities
xvii) Adherence to the provisions of the Panchayat Raj Act of 1992 and the provisions

of the Panchayats (Extension to the Scheduled Areas) Act of 1996 in planning and
implementation of TSP, including the SCA funds, should be ensured in letter and spirit
It is noticed that Income Generating Schemes (IGS) are being implemented in many
places without institutional loan linkage or involvement of beneficiaries in terms of
their equal matching contribution There are no provisions under the State plan including
the TSP to provide subsidy assistance under Income Generating Schemes to the families
below the poverty line in cash or in shape of income generating assets without
institutional loan linkage Distribution of assets like sprinkler sets, tractors, pump sets,
power tillers, milch cows etc under the Income Generating Schemes of SCA among the
beneficiaries without the corresponding bank loan, therefore, would not be permissible
Similarly, the release of SCA incentives to the accounts of self-help groups presupposes
matching Contribution of beneficiaries or institutional loan for undertaking economic
activity by self -help groups By and large, the guidelines of SGSY and other beneficiary
oriented schemes need to be followed to implement IGS components of SCA. The only
major difference is that the component of subsidy in case of tribal families below the
poverty line to be assisted through SCA grant is 5% subject to the ceiling of Rs1/- per
beneficiary The admissible unit cost or subsidy/assistance under the income generating
scheme to be implemented under the SCA in no case shall be more than what is
available under any other similar scheme being implemented in the State Plan including
the central sector or the centrally sponsored programmes
Under IGS component of SCA, land based viable schemes and thrust areas should be
identified keeping in view the aptitude and adaptability of beneficiaries and potential
for development Implementation of land based scheme may be under taken through the
beneficiaries even if the bank loan is not availed, if the beneficiary agrees to implement
a particular land based scheme as per the NABARD approved unit cost by contributing
labour equal to the value of loan amount This arrangement may be extended to the
schemes like land development (Bench terracing), mulberry sericulture, cashew
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plantation, horticultural plantation including banana, sabai grass plantation and other
agro forestry work In case of land based schemes taken up under IGS component
without bank the bank loan, the scale of assistance should not exceed Rs12/- per acre
While there would be no such ceiling when the land based scheme is implemented
through bank loan linkage
The unit cost approved by NABARD for implementing Income Generating Schemes
under SGSY and non-land based beneficiary oriented schemes should be followed
while allowing subsidy assistance to the beneficiaries In other words, 5% of the unit
cost subject to the ceiling of Rs1/- could be allowed to an individual (ST) family as
subsidy However, there is no upper limit of subsidy under minor irrigation sectors if the
scheme is to be implemented with bank loan linkage For self-help groups, the subsidy
would be 5% of the cost of scheme, or per capita subsidy of Rs1/- or 125 lakh for the
whole group, whichever is less Disbursement of loan and subsidy should be as per the
guidelines of SGSY implemented by Panchayat raj Department
Implementation of income generating schemes should be done as far as possible with a
cluster approach The aptitude of beneficiary families, their felt need and viability of
schemes should be taken into account in totality The forward and backward linkages
should not be lost sight of while implementing the scheme
Considering the potential for irrigational development and success under this sector in
the tribal villages, execution of community irrigation projects should be taken up in
larger scale in tribal area following the norm of people's participation as prescribed in
the Biju Krushak Yojana Such projects where at least 9% beneficiaries, both in terms of
families and area, are tribals in the BPL category, can be developed as Income
Generation Schemes (IGS) for these category of beneficiaries
Those of the micro-irrigation projects which do not conform to the criterion of projects
under the Biju Krushak yojana, but are exclusively for tribals can be taken up like a
land development scheme under the IGS component.
Sprinkler Irrigation System can be taken up through ITDA depending upon the viability
and with the participation of target group of beneficiaries The tribal farmers should be
organized in societies before execution of the projects In case, the execution is not
possible through society, the ITDA may do the work with the help of any expert
organization following guidelines prescribed for execution of any other irrigation
projects The scale of assistance shall not exceed Rs12/- per acre If the community lifts
irrigation points are executed under IGS component of SCA without bank loan, equal
involvement of beneficiaries in terms of voluntary labour contribution towards
construction of field channels, land development etc should be ensured
No income generating schemes or infrastructure development should be imposed/
implemented without participation of beneficiaries A demand through awareness should
be created for the implementation of individual as well as community projects, even if
beneficiaries are found indifferent at first for some reasons or other
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Individual families could be given a package of schemes, subject to the ceiling of
subsidy. In other words, more than one member of a family can be assisted in more than
one schemes following approved cost norms Land development and agricultural
demonstration should be taken up in the ayacut area of community irrigation project,
simultaneously Inter-cropping should be encouraged wherever agro forestry work and
horticultural plantations including cashew plantation, have been taken up
In areas affected by shifting cultivation and degradation of forests, agro forestry work
should be taken up in hill slopes involving tribal beneficiaries The Slopes Agriculture
Land Technology (SALT) being tried by OTELP should be followed by all ITDAs and
Micro Projects Fruit bearing trees like mango, guava, jack fruit, tamarind, cashew
should be the main agro forestry species to be planted in the slopes with votive bonding
of fibre plants like sisal Beneficiaries should be given necessary inputs like seeds,
seedlings, fertilizer, pesticide etc for agro forestry work and they should be persuaded
to take up plantation Government Agencies and NGOs should be engaged as facilitators
and not as Executing Agencies
Backyard plantation should be taken up on limited scale selectively considering the
results achieved in the past The tendency of releasing funds to the Horticulturists and
DAO for backyard plantation, vegetable demonstration and agriculture mini-kits
without getting the list of beneficiaries with necessary details should be avoided
Plantation and mini-kits cards should be handed over to the beneficiaries showing the
prescribed components of inputs and their value At the time of taking up demonstration
Instead of taking up demonstration in large number of villages, limited number of
villages with cluster approach should be covered The unit cost prescribed by subject
matter Department should be followed strictly for such demonstrations Involvement of
beneficiaries is a must
Implementation of income generating schemes has given better results, wherever
beneficiaries from the younger age groups and women are involved from the beginning
Construction of smaller infrastructure development projects may also be entrusted to
the groups of such beneficiaries, wherever possible
Wherever implementation of land based schemes without bank loan linkage is
proposed, applications should be processed by ITDAs/Micro Projects/Blocks, instead of
sponsoring them to the Banks Records should be maintained clearly and undertaking
should be obtained from the beneficiaries that in the event inputs/subsidy, being
misused by them, the entire amount infructuous expenditure would be realized from
them as arrears of land revenue
Infrastructure development should create permanent assets and would include CD
works on the tribal village link roads, construction of/reconstruction of minor irrigation
projects, development of tribal market yards etc.
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Check Your Progress I
Note: a) Use the space provided for your answers.
b) Check your answers with the possible answers provided at the end of this unit.
Q 1) What are the sources of funding Tribal Development Programme under TSP ?
Ans.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Q 2) List five Centrally Sponsored Schemes run by the Ministry of Tribal Affairs for
development of Scheduled Tribes.
Ans.________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Q 3) What is Vanbandhu Kalyan Yojana ?
Ans._________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Q 4) What are the for specification of a community as a Scheduled Tribe?
Ans._________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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1. 9
Let Us Sum Up
Promotion of all round development of tribals inhabiting the length and breadth of our
country has received priority attention of the government. There are numerous
government policies for ensuring the welfare and wellbeing of tribals. The
Governments at State as well as Central levels have made sustained efforts to provide
opportunity to these communities for their economic development by eradicating
poverty and health problems and developing communication for removal of isolation of
their habitats. The Constitution of India seeks to secure for all its citizens, among other
things, social and economic justice, equality of status and opportunity and assures the
dignity of the individual. The Constitution further provides social, economic and
political guarantees to the disadvantaged sections of people. Some provisions are
specific to both Scheduled Castes and Scheduled
1.10

Key Words

MADA: MADA is Modified Area Development Approach. The scheme has been
operating since the Sixth Plan for the total development of the dispersed tribal
population residing outside TSP area, which are contiguous smaller areas having a
population of 10,000 or more, with 50% tribal concentration.
PVTG: PVTG is abbreviation of Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups. They are
Primitive tribal groups are tribal communities among the STs who live in near isolation
in inaccessible habitats. They are characterised by a low rate of growth of population,
pre- agricultural level of technology and extremely low levels of literacy. So far 75
PTGs have been identified.
SCA : SCA is Special Central Assistance. This is a programme administered by the
Ministry under which, grant is provided to the State Governments based on annual
allocation made by the Planning Commission. This is treated as an additive to the State
Plan, for areas where State Plan provisions are not normally forthcoming to bring about
economic development to tribals.
1.11

Reference

1) www.tribal.nic.in
1.12

Check Your Progress – Possible Answers

Q1. What are the sources of funding of Tribal Development Programme under TSP?
Ans: Funds for tribal development under TSP are sourced from:
v) State Plans;
vi) The Special area programmes of Special Central Assistance (SCA) to Tribal Sub
Plan (TSP) and Grant under Article 275 (1) of the Constitution, as also the funds
under the other Schemes of the Ministry;
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vii) Sectoral programmes of Central Ministries/ Departments; and
Institutional Finance.

Q2. List five Centrally Sponsored Schemes run by the Ministry of Tribal Affairs for
development of Scheduled Tribes.
Ans:
(viii) Post Matric Scholarship for STs /Book Bank
(ix) Upgradation of Merit of ST Students
(x) Pre matric scholarship for ST students
(xi) Girls Hostels
(xii) Establishment of Ashram Schools
Q3. What is Vanbandhu Kalyan Yojana ?
Ans:
In order to achieve comprehensive development of tribals, Vanbandhu Kalyan Yojana
(VKY) is being implemented by the Ministry of Tribal Affairs which focuses on
convergence of different schemes of development. VKY also envisages a shift in
working character and rather than focusing merely on physical and financial
achievements. For example, instead of number of schools, it will see the number of
students who have passed with distinction. The proposed intervention is aimed at
adopting a holistic approach commensurate to the Gujarat Model for overall
development of the tribal people with sustainability.
Q4. What are the for specification of a community as a Scheduled Tribe?
Ans: The criteria followed for specification of a community as a Scheduled Tribe are:
(f) Indication of primitive traits,
(g) Distinctive culture,
(h) Geographical isolation,
(i) Shyness of contact with the community at large, and
(j) Backwardness.
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Unit – III

Hill Area Development Programme (HADP)
Learning Objectives:
After completion of this unit, you should be able to:
 Classify different hill areas of the country


Mention the basic objectives of Hill Area Development Programme



Explain the objectives of Western Ghats Development Programme

Structure:
1.1

Introduction:

1.2

Classification of Hill Areas

1.3

Hill Areas Development Programme (HADP) - Objectives, Approaches and
Strategies

1.4

Allocation of Special Central Assistance

1.5

Western Ghats Development Programme (WGDP)

1.6

Sub-Plan Approach

1. 7

Let Us Sum Up

1.8

Key Words

1.9

Reference

1.10

Check Your Progress – Possible Answers
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1.1

Introduction:

The crucial environmental problems of the hills are deforestation and soil erosion, both
leading to the drying up of water sources, flash floods and decline in the yield of food
and cash crops, fodder, fuel and other minor forest produce. Poverty in the hills is
directly related to shortages of materials for basic subsistence, specially where, under
the traditional land and water management systems, the capacity of land to support the
population has already been exceeded.
In many hill areas, intensive human and livestock pressures along with indiscriminate
felling of trees for commercial purposes have already led to loss of soil and rapid
depletion and destruction of forest cover. Besides, to this, water retention capacity and
productivity of land have been adversely affected. These factors have impaired the
ecology significantly and also resulted in deterioration in the economic condition for the
hill people. Traditional agricultural practices, especially shifting cultivation, have also
contributed to destruction of forests and soil erosion. Seemingly harmless activity as
prolonged grazing by livestock, especially goats and sheep, have further exposed many
hill areas to serious ecological degradation. Development activities like construction of
buildings, roads, dams, large and medium industries and mining etc., have aggravated
environmental problems. Consequently, perennial sources of water springs and small
streams have dried up in many areas. The major challenge, therefore, is to devise
suitable location-specific solutions, so as to reverse the process and ensure sustain-able
development of the growing population and ecology of the hill areas.
1.2

Classification of Hill Areas

The responsibility for balanced social and economic development of the hill areas rests
primarily with the concerned State Governments. The hill areas covered under the
HADP were the areas identified in 1965 by a Committee of the National Development
Council (NDC) and those recommended by the High Level Committee for Western
Ghats in 1972. The HADP would continue to be implemented during the Eighth Plan,
only in those areas where it is already under operation.
The hill areas of the country fall broadly into the following two categories:
(i) Areas which are co-extensive with the boundaries of the State or Union Territory,
i.e., Hill States/Union Territories, namely, Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh,
Sikkim, Manipur, Meghalaya, Nagaland, Tripura, Arunachal Pradesh and Mizoram.
(ii) Areas which form part of a State, which are termed as Designated Hill Areas,
namely :
a. Two hill districts of Assam - North Cachar and Karbi Anglong
b. Eight districts of Uttar Pradesh - Dehradun, Pauri Garhwal, Tehri Garhwal,
Chamoli, Uttar Kashi, Nainital, Almora and Pithor-agarh.
c. Major part of Darjeeling District of West Bengal.
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d. Nilgris District of Tamil Nadu.
e. 163 talukas of Western Ghats area comprising parts of Maharashtra (62 talukas),
Karnataka (40 talukas) Tamil Nadu (29 talukas), Kerala (29 talukas) and Goa
(Stalukas).
1.3

Hill Areas Development Programme (HADP) - Objectives, Approaches and
Strategies

The programme has been in operation since the inception of the Fifth Five Year Plan in
the Designated Hill Areas.
The basic objective of the Hill Areas Development Programme has been socioeconomic development of the hills and the people living there in harmony with
ecological development. The programmes implemented under the HADP have,
therefore, aimed at promoting the basic life support systems with sustainable use of the
natural resources of the area covered by the programme.
The approach and the strategy of the HADP has evolved over time. The programmes
implemented during the Fifth Plan period were mainly beneficiary oriented. While the
emphasis shifted to eco-development in the Sixth Plan, the general tenor of the HADP
remained substantially the same as that of the normal State Plan following the same
sectoral approach. The Seventh Plan laid particular emphasis on the development of
ecology and environment as summed up in three phrases, namely, eco-resto-ration, ecopreservation and eco- development. It aimed at evolving plans and programmes to take
care of socio-economic growth, development of infrastructure and promotion of
ecology of the areas covered by the HADP.
During the last three Five Year Plans, substantial effort and resources were
channelized for the development of infrastructure. However, the corresponding growth
in the productive sectors of most of the hill economies has not kept pace with the extent
of efforts and resources channelized. During the Eighth Plan, attention will have to be
focussed on this, especially, in modernising the agricultural practices and small scale
industries at household, cottage and village levels. To achieve this, involvement of the
people, would be of paramount importance. Actual basic needs of the people have to be
met through improved management of their land and water resources.
The following will be the approach and strategy in respect of hill areas
development planning:
i) Intensive efforts would be necessary at the implementation level to halt the process of
degradation of the hills and improve productivity of land.
ii) Innovative approaches to family planning and welfare to contain the population
growth to sustainable levels have to be adopted.
iii) Financial and physical monitoring of the HADP by the State Governments would
help improve implementation of various programmes.
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iv) Afforestation programme may be popularised through village Panchayats or village
authorities, schools and other local organisations, groups and clubs. Private nurseries,
especially, of multi-purpose trees which yield benefits like fodder leaves, edible fruits
or leaves or flowers, seeds, leaves of commercial value can be encouraged.
v) Application of scientific inputs to agriculture and allied sectors, including
identification of crops suitable for •the agro-climatic zones, multi-purpose species of
trees and bushes to meet requirements of the people from a well-developed small land
area are of special importance. This approach is expected to spare considerable areas for
permanent greening programmes, like social forestry or horticultural and serve the longterm objectives of enhancing production on sustainable basis.
vi) Appropriate technologies to bring about localised self-sufficiency and generate
alternative means of livelihood, as opposed to heavy dependence on forests, and
livestock rearing, can be encouraged.
vii) Use of appropriate technologies to upgrade the traditional productive systems like
agricultural operations, livestock rearing, arts and crafts, household and cottage
industries, etc., and to reduce drudgery of women in fetching water, fuel-wood, fodder
and other demanding daily domestic chores needs to be encouraged on priority. The
technologies have to be need-based, more productive, efficient, low-cost, and
ecologically sustainable.
viii) Extension services should enlighten and educate people on how to enhance
productivity of both cultivated and community land on a sustainable basis in the context
of increasing human and livestock pressures.
ix) Consolidation of small and scattered land holdings would help in improving water
and land management and ultimately, productivity of the limited land assets of the hills.
x) In many hill areas, land assets are held as common or community property. In such
areas, people do not make permanent investments and several other problems also
originate from this. To overcome these, local communities have to evolve suitable
models of land management that would invite permanent investment and ensure both
optimal returns and ecological safety and development.
xi) The State Governments may take a fresh look at their Plan and non-Plan Schemes,
forest policies, the land tenure systems, land and water use policies and realign them to
eradicate practices destructive to ecology and environment.
xii) In order to reduce pressure on land, quality of livestock, including goats, sheep,
pigs and poultry birds has to be improved and their numbers reduced. There is an urgent
need for relating livestock population to the bearing capacity of available land. Scrub
animals could be systematically culled out. The livestock and cattle improvement
programmes need to be integrated with fodder and cattle-feed development, stall
feeding and scientific grazing. The land and livestock management systems have to
improve rapidly.
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xiii) The productivity of pastures and grazing areas needs to be restored and enhanced.
The effort should be to meet the requirements of food, fuel-wood, timber and fodder
through scientific utilisation of scarce hill resources on sustainable basis from the least
land area.
xiv) Development of non-conventional energy and use of non- wood based sources of
energy could be encouraged.
xv) Development of watersheds that can meet water requirement of the people and
conserve water and soil resources of the area can be taken up for integrated
development. For this, a multi-disciplinary approach is considered most appropriate for
creating conditions conducive to development of natural and human resources.
xvi) Food security has to be ensured on top most priority. Development of horticulture,
sericulture and plantation, especially cash crops having low volume, light weight, high
value and long shelf-life, could play an important role in generating employment
opportunities, higher incomes and ecologically sound development in hilly areas.
xvii) Area specific marketing infrastructure, especially for perishable produce and its
processing, storage and packaging may be set up where such surpluses are imminent or
evident.
xviii)At the household level, kitchen gardens can be popularised to supplement and
enrich the diet of hill people.
xix) Wherever transport linkages have been established and local cultivation of foodgrains is not advantageous, strong Public Distribution System could be extended,
provided other adequate income generating avenues exist.
xx) To reduce the use of wood for packaging of horticultural produce, suitable nonwood based packaging materials such as plastics could be increasingly used on a viable
basis.
xxi) Incentives that would encourage formation of large viable hill villages might be
built into the development effort, so that the overhead input costs to reach amenities and
services to them, could be reduced.
xxii) Many hill areas seem to be especially suited to industries that require pollutionfree atmosphere, cool climate and precision skills like electronics, watch-making,
optical glasses, sericulture, etc. A number of cottage industries like carpet weaving,
hand looms, handicrafts and other village and household based small-scale industries
can be encouraged. Due to higher transportation costs in these areas, industries which
reduce weight and volume, but add value and increase shelf-life to the locally available
raw materials will be advantageous. Large and medium industries may not generally be
considered suitable except under favourable circumstances.
xxiii) Rubber plantations have proved successful in certain areas. Wherever degraded
tree-free land could become available and where rubber plantations could thrive, these
could be encouraged.
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xxiv) Development of sericulture has good potential in hill areas. A systematic
programme of planting feedstock trees for silkworms on all spare patches of land can be
taken up. Development of sericulture can provide employment to educated and skilled
workers and generate value-adding activities and bring in foreign exchange. However,
the programme will call for right quality of grain, prompt payment in cash for the
cocoons and primary processing activities at local levels.
xxv) Tourism can be organised as an industry, with due care taken to avoid exploitative
use of scarce local resources, especially, water and fuel-wood.
xxvi) Location specific suitable code of conduct for tourists may be evolved so as to
maintain the surroundings clean and disease free, protect local ecology and respect local
traditions, culture and heritage.
xxvii)Special care needs to be taken to ensure that hill roads are constructed as per
traffic needs, scientific design and specifications suited to hill areas, so that the loose
soil is contained, proper drainage system is developed and chances of landslides
minimised. In such hill areas where the population density is low and the villages are
small and scattered over long distances, porter or pony tracks can be built and properly
maintained. Road construction should be completed in all respects without delays.
xxviii)Mining can be carried out but with adequate safeguards in favour of ecology
during and after the mining operations.
xxix) Resources should not be thinly spread on a large number of projects and schemes.
The priority for such ongoing and spill over schemes, projects and programmes which
do not benefit people in improving their quality of life or are destructive to ecology, can
be reduced down or terminated.
xxx) Shifting cultivation, called 'jhum’is mainly practised in nine States of country, ie.,
seven States of the North Eastern Region, Andhra Pradesh and Orissa. The continuation
of ‘jhum' cultivation reflects the inadequate attention paid to the development of
agriculture. Improvement in agricultural practices, development of land for permanent
cultivation, increase in "jhum 'land productivity and lengthening of 'jhum ' cycle, will
help in blunting the destructive edge of the practice. In comparatively isolated areas,
permanent cultivation on scientific lines for localised self-sufficiency in food seems to
be a strong viable solution to the problem. Simultaneously, development of location
specific alternative income generating occupations can continue.
xxxi) Media support for transfer of suitable modern agriculture technology and its
extension need to be given. A separate special programme at about 1800 or 1900 hours
needs to be telecast and broadcast for the hill people who usually go to sleep early.
xxxii)Some of the voluntary organisations doing commendable work in the hills can be
encouraged, especially, those engaged in improving the ecological system besides
economic and social conditions of the people.
xxxiii)People have to be made aware of the far reaching implications of environmental
degradation and their active participation has to be sought for reconstruction of ecology.
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Environmental aspects can be suitably woven into the curriculum of primary and high
school classes.
xxxiv)Regeneration and development of the hill environment cannot be achieved
without willing and active cooperation of the people. It will be forthcoming, only if, the
benefits from improved land, water and forests resources reach directly and equitably to
the people themselves.
xxxv) The hill areas prone to intense tectonic and seismic activities, need to be
identified; activities like indiscriminate road and building construction and creation of
artificial large water bodies need to be minimised and earthquake-proof construction
designs should be used.
xxxvi)Large projects etc. which might endanger the ecological balance and displace
large number of people, should be very carefully considered before investment
decisions are taken. Families whose agricultural land is acquired should be settled with
productive assets.
xxxvii)In many hill areas men folk have migrated to towns and plains in search of
employment opportunities. In such areas, women are managing land and other
economic assets. The approach and policies should keep this in view, especially for
lightening their burdens of daily chores like collection of fuel-wood, water, and tending
to livestock and other domesticated animals and birds. It will be of much advantage if
women extension workers are appointed in such villages.
1.4 Allocation of Special Central Assistance
In the Seventh Plan, out of the agreed outlay of special central financial assistance for
HADP, 86.61% was for the Designated Hill Districts and 13.39% for the Western Ghats
Talukas. However, during 1989-90, 1990-91 and 1991-92, additional funds to the tune
of Rs.5.00crores, Rs. l .67 crores, Rs.3.00crores, respectively were allocated in favour
of Darjeeling.
The funds in sight for HADP for the Eighth Plan are Rs.1450 crores. Out of this Rs.4.67
crores per annum as additional for Darjeeling are set apart and the balance amount will
be distributed in the ratio of 86.61: 13.39 between Designated hill Districts and
Designated Talukas of Western Ghats respectively.
As against Rs.870 of agreed outlay for the Seventh Plan, the allocation on year-to-year
basis aggregated to Rs. 1067.80 crores. For the Annual Plans 1990-91,1991-92 and
1992-93, the allocations were Rs.287.00 crores, Rs.290.00 crores and Rs.290.00 crores
respectively.
In the light of the existing financial constraints, the outlay for the Eighth Plan will be
Rs.1450 crores. The details are as follows:
Allocation of Special Central Assistance for the Designated Hill Areas during the
Seventh and Eighth Five Year Plans.
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Eighth Plan.
Seventh Plan
Outlay All
A. Designated
Districts of

Outlay
Allocation
yearly basis.

on

Hill 753.50

924.03

1235.62

Assam

118.20

144.34

194.34

Tamil Nadu

33.75

41.53

55.49

Utter Pradesh

553.50

679.19

910.04

West Bengal

44.55

55.04

173.25+

Surveys and Studies

3.50

3.93

2.50

B. Designated Talukas of Western Ghats
Region

116.50

143.77

191.03

TOTAL(A+B)

870.00

1067.80

1426.65+

+ Excludes Rs.23.35 crores provided as additional SCA for Darjeeling hill areas of
West Bengal.
1.5 Western Ghats Development Programme (WGDP)
The Western Ghats hill ranges run to a length of about 1600 kms, more or less parallel
to the west coast of Maharashtra starting from the mouth of river Tapti in Dhule district
of Maharashtra and ending at Kanyakumari, the southern-most tip of India in Tamil
Nadu. The region covers an area of 1.60 lakh sq.kms. supporting a population of 38.85
million (1981 Census). For delineation of the area for coverage by the WGDP, the
criteria of elevation (600 metres above MSL)' and contiguity with taluka' (a territorial
administrative unit) have been adopted.
The region generally receives 2000 mm to 7000 mm. of rainfall. Most of the rivers in
peninsular India have their origin in Western Ghats. The Godavari, the Krishna, the
Kaveri, the Kali Nadi and the Periyar are of inter-State importance. These water
resources have been harnessed for irrigation and power. Thirty per cent of the area of
the "ghats' region is reported to be under forest. The region is also a treasure house of
plant and animal life. The traditional horticulture crops in the region are arecanut in the
hills, and cocoanut in the coast along with mango and jack fruit. Tea, coffee, rubber,
cashew, tapioca and potato are the other important plantations/crops of the region.
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The ecological and environmental problems of the area include increasing pressure of
population on land and vegetation; submergence of forest areas under river valley
projects, encroachment on forest lands; clear felling of forests for raising tea, coffee,
rubber and other plantations; mining operations, soil erosion, landslides; shifting
cultivation; and declining wildlife population.
A separate Western Ghats Development programme was launched in 1974-75 as a part
of the programme for the development of hill areas.
During the Fifth Five Year Plan the WGDP laid emphasis on economic well-being of
the population in hill areas and exploitation of the resources of the hilly region. The
main programmes during the Fifth Five Year Plan consisted of activities in the areas of
horticulture, plantation, afforestation, minor irrigation, animal husbandry and tourism.
The Sixth Plan stressed the need for a balance in emphasis between beneficiary oriented
and infrastructural development schemes, keeping in view the vital importance of
ecological restoration and conservation. During the Sixth Plan the Watersheds
Development Programme was taken up on a pilot basis.
Apart from the shift in the emphasis from beneficiary oriented schemes to
eco-conservation and eco- development, a notable step initiated by the Planning
Commission during the Sixth Plan was the involvement of universities and research
institutions located in the Western Ghats region in the programme.
The following guiding principles were followed for the WGDP during the Seventh Plan
period:
i.

Maintenance of ecological balance essential for the life support system.

ii.

Preservation of the genetic diversity.

iii.

Restoration of the ecological damage caused by human interactions.

iv.

Creation of awareness among the people and educating them on the far-reaching
implications of ecological degradation and securing their active participation for
the eco-development schemes.

The approach to the WGDP during the Eighth Plan would continue to be substantially
the same as for the Seventh Plan. The general approach would be that of taking up
integrated development programmes on compact watershed basis keeping in view the
overriding priorities of eco- development and eco-restoration as well as the basic needs
of the hill people like food, fodder, fuel and safe drinking water. Efforts would be made
to adopt a sub-plan approach in the WGDP.
1.6 Sub-Plan Approach
For the Hill areas covered by the HADP the sub-plan approach has been adopted since
the beginning of the Fifth Five Year Plan, under which a separate Sub-Plan for the hill
areas in the concerned State is prepared indicating the flow of funds from the State
Plan, and the Special Central Assistance (SCA) is provided as an additive to accelerate
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the pace of their development. In the case of the WGDP, only the schematic approach is
being followed, since the 'taluka' (which is the territorial unit of planning in the WGDP)
is a unit of demarcation in respect of which the flow of funds from the State Plan are
difficult to be quantified. Efforts are being made to follow the sub-plan approach in the
WGDP also.
1. 7

Let Us Sum Up

The crucial environmental problems of the hills are deforestation and soil erosion, both
leading to the drying up of water sources, flash floods and decline in the yield of food
and cash crops, fodder, fuel and other minor forest produce. Poverty in the hills is
directly related to shortages of materials for basic subsistence, specially where, under
the traditional land and water management systems, the capacity of land to support the
population has already been exceeded. To improve the living standard of the people
remaining in the hilly areas, Government of India launched Hill Area Development
Programme in Fifth Five Year Plan.
1.8

Key Words

HADP: Abbreviation for Hill Area Development Programme. The programme launched
in Fifth Five Year Plan in the Designated Hill Areas for socio-economic
development of the people living in the hilly areas of the country.
Jhum: Shifting cultivation is called 'jhum’, mainly practised in nine States of country,
i.e., seven States of the North Eastern Region, Andhra Pradesh and Orissa.
WGDP: Abbreviation for Ghats Development Programme. The programme was
launched in 1974-75 as a part of the programme for the development of hill
areas.
1.9
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1.10

Check Your Progress – Possible Answers

Check Your Progress I
Q 1)
Ans

What are the basic objectives of Hill Area Development Programme?

The basic objective of the Hill Areas Development Programme has been socioeconomic development of the hills and the people living there in harmony with
ecological development. The programmes implemented under the HADP have,
therefore, aimed at promoting the basic life support systems with sustainable use of the
natural resources of the area covered by the programme.
Q 2) What is the meaning of ‘Jhum’
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Ans.
Shifting cultivation, called 'jhum’is mainly practised in nine States of country, ie., seven
States of the North Eastern Region, Andhra Pradesh and Orissa.

Q 3) What were the principles followed for the WGDP during Seventh Plan period?
Ans.
The following guiding principles were followed for the WGDP during the Seventh Plan
period:
i.

Maintenance of ecological balance essential for the life support system.

ii.

Preservation of the genetic diversity.

iii.

Restoration of the ecological damage caused by human interactions.

iv.

Creation of awareness among the people and educating them on the far-reaching
implications of ecological degradation and securing their active participation for
the eco-development schemes.
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Unit – IV
Drought Prone Area Programme (DPAP)
Learning Objectives:
After completion of this unit, you should be able to:



state the main objectives of the Drought Prone Areas programme (DPAP) and the
Desert Development Programme (DDP);





describe the importance of watershed approach in DDP and DPAP;
analyse the strengths and weaknesses of these programmes; and
explain the ways and means of improving people’s participation in these
programmes.

Structure
1.1 Introduction
1.2 Aims and Objectives of DPAP and DDP
1.3 Need for DPAP
1.4 Evolution of DPAP and DDP
1.4.1 DPAP
1.4.2 DDP
1.5 Revision of DPAP and DDP
1.6 Coverage under DPAP and DDP
1.7 Activities under DPAP and DDP
1.8 Watershed Approach
1.8.1 Preparation of Resource Inventories
1.8.2 Work Plan
1.8.3 Criteria for the Selection of Watersheds
1.9 Strategic Methodology
1.10 Review and Co-ordination
1.11 Training
1.12 Monitoring and Evaluation
1.13 Role of Non-Government Organisations
1.14 Panchayati Raj Institutions in Watershed Programmes
1.15 Performance of DPAP and DDP
1.16 Let Us Sum Up
1.17 Key Words
1.18 References and Suggested Readings
1.19 Check Your Progress – Possible Answers
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1.1

Introduction

Sizable proportion of the total land area of the country falls under arid, semi-arid or/
and dry sub-humid categories and is either subject to desertification or identified as
drought prone dependent on dry land agriculture. A drought is a long period of dry
weather caused by a shortfall in the usual rainfall in a given time period of more than a
certain percentage, usually 50% in the sowing season. A drought prone area is
characterized by continuous degradation of land, depleting water resources, decreasing
productivity of crops, livestock and human resources, hunger and malnutrition and outmigration of both human and cattle populations in times of distress. Most of our arid
land mass falls in the desert category and due to very low rainfall, low productivity and
extreme climatic conditions is also subject to frequent droughts.
For the overall development of land, water and other natural resources, there are many
programmes under implementation in our country. In this unit, we are going to discuss
two of these important area development programmes, namely the Drought Prone
Areas Programme (DPAP) and the Desert Development Programme (DDP).
1.2 Aims and Objectives of DPAP and DDP
The DPAP and the DDP aim at restoring the ecological balance through soil and
moisture conservation measures on watershed basis. In the present framework, these
‘area development programmes’ aim at involving village communities more
meaningfully in planning, implementation and the management of the economic
development activities within watershed projects in rural areas through the Panchayati
Raj Institutions (PRIs). The objectives of DPAP and DDP are:
i)

Developing wastelands/degraded lands, drought-prone and desert areas on

watershed basis, keeping in view the capability of land, site-conditions and local needs.
ii) Promoting the overall economic development and improving the socio-economic
conditions of the resource poor and disadvantaged sections of the society.
iii) Mitigating the adverse effects of extreme climatic conditions such as drought and
desertification on crops and human and livestock populations for the overall
improvement.
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iv) Restoring ecological balance by harnessing, conserving and developing natural
resource base, i.e. land, water and vegetative cover.
v) Encouraging village, the community for active participation in the planning and
implementation of developmental projects and the sustainable maintenance of the assets
created through their collective wisdom and indigenous technology.
1.3 Need for DPAP

The first systematic effort to tackle the problem of drought and
desertification started during the Second and the Third Five Year Plans.
The problem of drought-affected areas was mainly addressed through Dry
Farming projects, spread over a few areas, with emphasis on moisture
and water conservation measures.
The origin of DPAP may be traced to the Rural Works Programme (RWP)
that was launched in 1970-71 to create assets designed to reduce the
severity of drought in the affected areas. For this, the programme entailed
long-term strategy in the context of conditions and the potential of the
drought prone districts. RWP identified 54 districts, along with parts of
another 18 districts contiguous thereto, as drought prone for its purposes.
The programme initiated labour-intensive schemes, viz. medium and minor
irrigation, road construction, soil conservation, and afforestation measures,
which then covered 12% of the country’s population and about 20% of
geographical area.
The mid-term appraisal of the Fourth Five Year Plan re-designated the
RWP as the Drought Prone Areas Programme (DPAP) launched in 197374 to tackle the special problems faced by those areas that were
constantly affected by severe drought conditions.
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1.4

Evolution of DPAP and DDP

1.4.1 DPAP
Over the years, the increase in human and livestock populations in the drought prone
and desert areas had reduced the natural resources of certain very arid areas under
relatively greater stress. The major problems included continuous depletion of
vegetative cover, increase in soil erosion and fall in ground water table. All these
factors amounted to spirally diminishing productivity of land and loss of natural
resources. The situation would have been worse had some highly focused area-specific
development programmes not been started in these regions.
During the Fifth Plan (1974-75 to 1978-79), DPAP followed the strategy and approach
of ‘integrated area development’ as envisaged by the Task Force constituted by the
Planning Commission in 1971 under the Chairmanship of Dr. B. S. Minhas, then
Member Planning Commission. The Task Force had recommended that the programme
should aim at:


integrated development of agriculture with focus on conservation, development
and utilization of land, water, livestock and human resources in the optimum
manner, and



providing more stable income and employment to the weaker sections of the
rural society.

1.4.2

DDP

On the recommendations of the National Commission on Agriculture, in its Interim
Report (1974), the hot desert areas were identified for the implementation of a
programme comprising afforestation and livestock development. As for the cold desert
areas of Jammu & Kashmir and Himachal Pradesh, the National Commission (in its
Final Report, 976) recommended that their specific problems of should be studied in
depth.
The above recommendations lead to the Desert Development Programme (DDP) in the
year 1977-78. DDP programme was implemented on sectoral basis to develop poor
areas in the long-term. It was launched in both the hot-desert areas of Rajasthan,
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Gujarat and Haryana, and the cold-desert areas of Jammu & Kashmir and Himachal
Pradesh.
Till 1994-95, DPAP and DDP were implemented in the programme states in a
segmented and isolated manner and watershed as a unit of area development was
completely lost sight of. The sectoral autonomy leading to over-centralization of the
process of making decisions, giving sanctions and administrative control completely
diluted the Integrated Watershed Development as the key to the restoration of
ecological balance. Investments under these programmes as well as those for other
drought-desert mitigation measures were liberally used for sectoral activities, such as
soil conservation, minor irrigation, ground water exploitation, social forestry,
sericulture, horticulture, etc. without paying any attention to the integration and
comprehensive development of land and water resources. Within each sector, separate
allocations were made for each activity to be undertaken in the programme area.
Isolated implementation of wide ranging sectoral activities over widely disjointed areas
of very small sizes failed to bring about any noticeable impact and the programme
objectives were remained unfulfilled.
1.5 Revision of DPAP and DDP
The implementation of DPAP and DDP, effected in a fragmented manner by different
line departments through rigid guidelines and without well designed plans, did not
bring about the desired achievements. The programmes could not attend to people’s
concerns, as the participation and involvement of the local inhabitants was missing.
Despite a substantial expenditure of over Rs.1700 crores under DPAP and about Rs.550
crores under DDP, since the inception of these programmes till 1993-94, the appraisal
of the impact of the activities undertaken revealed discouraging outcomes at the macro
level, as no significant improvement in vegetative cover, ground water table, supply of
drinking water, fuel and fodder was observed to be registered in the programme areas.
The 5.7 million hectares of area treated during the period, under DPAP constituted only
10% of the total area to be covered. The area treated under DDP was 0.51 million
hectares that accounted merely 1% of the total programme coverage. This necessitated
revamping of the strategy for the implementation of these programmes.
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Accordingly, a High Level Technical Committee was constituted under the
Chairmanship of Prof. C.H. Hanumantharao, then Member Planning Commission. The
Committee reviewed the programmes comprehensively and subscribed to its approach
on all aspects, viz. Programmes Strategy, Planning and Implementation, People’s
Participation, Programme Contents, Monitoring & Evaluation, Integration with related
Programmes, Research & Training and Administrative Setup. The Committee,
however, re-identified the blocks for treatment under DPAP and DDP by adopting more
methodical and scientific criteria.
The Technical Committee identified the following as the major causes for the
unsatisfactory performance of DPAP and DDP under Sectoral approach:

·

Diffused focus on the efforts (because of a multitude of activities over widely
dispersed areas of very small sizes) for achieving the core objectives of the
programmes.



Ad hoc planning without integrating the approaches to land and water management.



Planning was done without people’s



Non-viable work plans in the absence of multi-disciplinary agencies at the
watershed, block and district level.



Plans not oriented to the local needs and indigenous and/or vetted technologies not
used for the programme activities.



No appropriate mechanism for the maintenance of the assets created.

The Technical Review Committee visited a large number of areas to take stock of the
ground realities and held discussions with the government, the beneficiary
communities, public representatives, Voluntary Organizations, etc. and underlined a
strategic approach for the implementation of DPAP and DDP, envisaging the following
major tenets:


Treatment and development of degraded lands in drought prone and desert
areas to be taken up compulsorily on watershed basis, covering contiguous
micro-watersheds of 500 hectares that have primarily community lands
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and may encompass private and revenue lands and tracts of degraded
forests.


Implementation of DPAP & DDP with the total participation of the
beneficiaries, with adequate representation to women, SCs/STs and other
weaker sections, in planning and decision making activities.



Development of areas through people’s own work plans prepared with the
assistance of Multidisciplinary Technical Teams using low cost
indigenous and labour oriented technologies facilitating employment of
the local people.



Positive role of Voluntary Organisations for bringing about coordination
between people’s organisations and District Funding Agencies for
purposes of project implementation and for extending public awareness
and imparting training to the stakeholders.



Transfer of programme assets to the community for maintenance and
usufructs sharing among the beneficiaries.



Creation of exclusive Nodal Watershed Departments in the States for
administrative revamping in the government, and provision of assistance
by a Multi-disciplinary Team of senior officers from Departments of
Forests, Agriculture, Soil Conservation, Animal Husbandry, Horticulture,
Minor Irrigation, etc. at the district level.



Unified approach and convergence of all the rural development
programmes with various departments/ministries to ensure a multiplier
effect in area resource development and economic development of the
resource poor.



Effectively monitor and evaluate the programmes to ensure their
implementation in accordance with the watershed approach and strategy.

In addition to suggesting the criteria for watershed development to the Government, the
Hanumantha Rao Committee also worked to identify coverage under DPAP and DDP.
Accordingly, the Department of Land Resources in the Ministry of Rural Development,
that inter alia administers DPAP and DDP, formulated the Guidelines for Watershed
Development for implementing these programmes in the project mode with effect from
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1995-96. The Guidelines were reviewed in the year 2001 to develop a contemporary
outlook and a more practicable approach; an objective realized six years after the
original Guidelines were framed. The role of Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs) in
watershed development programmes got specified to a limited extent in the Revised
Guidelines-2001. Since the Ministry of Rural Development has been committed to
strengthen Panchayati Raj, its policy of devolution of powers to PRIs by the States in
consonance with the 73rd constitutional amendment, motivated the framing of Hariyali
Guidelines to further the active role of PRIs in the watershed programmes. The revised
Hariyali Guidelines were applicable to DPAP and DDP with effect from April 1, 2003.
The basic framework in all these Guidelines, however, is based on the
recommendations of the High Level Technical Committee and the current objectives
and strategy of DPAP and DDP owe much to them.
Check Your Progress I
Note: a)Use the space provided for your answers.
b) Check your answers with the possible answers provided at the end of this
unit.
Q 1) : What are the objectives of DPAP and DDP?
Ans:__________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Q 2) : Identify four major recommendations made by the High Level Technical
Committee that reviewed DPAP and DDP.
Ans:__________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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Box A
Total Water Management …… New Lease of Life
Watershed project under DPAP was taken up in 1995-96 in village
Dantha of district Khandwa, M.P. in 823 hectares of micro-watershed.
The village was facing persistent droughts, half of the land lied fallow,
22 of the 46 wells remained dry throughout the year, cattle died of
hunger, bunches of villagers migrated out every year for livelihood.
Total Water Management for prosperity:
Villagers were organized, training imparted, Participatory Rural
Appraisal (PRA) exercises done and the work plan prepared. Works
started in 1996, total water management approach was adopted for ridge
to valley treatment, series of drain line earthen check dams and
continuous contour trenches were built, field bunds and kundis were
made not to allow the water to flow more than 10 metres for very
effective recharge, so much so that if it rained 20 cms. a day, not even a
drop would go down the drain.
The water requirement of the village was 97.3 hect. mt. against which
only 12.5 hect. mt. were available. Beginning 2001, villagers got a new
lease of life, as after the treatment, the village had the resource of 305
hect. mt. and did not face the pinch of scarcity even during the severe
droughts in 2001 and 2002. All the 46 wells not only have water through
out the year, 102 new wells have been sunk and the ground water level
has jumped as much as 40-60 feet providing enough water for rabi crop.
Total agricultural area went up from 300 hectares to 421 hectares, the
productivity from 16-19 quintals to 30-35 quintals and the area which
could hardly grow jowar, now grows soyabeen, moong, potato and
vegetables. The village has emerged triumphant by effecting total
drought proofing and has marched on to prosperity.
Source: Watershed Mission, M.P.
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1.6 Coverage under DPAP and DDP
As identified by the Technical Committee, DPAP has a coverage of 74.6 million
hectares spread over 182 Blocks in 16 States namely, Andhra Pradesh, Bihar,
Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Jharkhand, Karnataka,
Madhya Pradesh, Maharastra, Orissa, Tamil Nadu, Rajasthan, Uttaranchal, Uttar
Pradesh and West Bengal. DDP is being implemented in 235 Blocks across 7 States
with the treatment coverage of 45.8 million hectares. These included Andhra Pradesh,
Gujarat, Haryana, Karnataka, Rajasthan (all hot-desert areas), and Himachal Pradesh
and Jammu and Kashmir (cold-desert areas). Three biggest States under DPAP
coverage are Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka with an area of 19.4 million
hectares, 9.9 million hectares and 8.4 million hectares respectively. Under DDP,
Rajasthan is the biggest recipient of the central funds for having the maximum
coverage of 19.8 million hectares. Jammu & Kashmir and Gujarat follow with DDP
coverage of 9.6 million hectares and 5.5 million hectares respectively.
Criteria for Identifying the Areas to be covered under the Programmes
The Committee adopted scientific criteria based on parameters of precipitation,
percentage of irrigated area, evapo-transpiration, etc. to estimate the Moisture Index for
a block that forms the basic unit of DPAP & DDP coverage. The Moisture Index is the
function of Precipitation and Potential Evapo-transpiration and is defined as follows:
(P – PE)
MI = ———— × 100
PE
where P = Precipitation
PE = Potential Evapo-transpiration
While the Committee considered rainfall and percentage irrigation as only the broad
indicators, the Moisture Index actually determined the dryness or aridity of the blocks
and categorized them under different Climatic Zones to qualify them for treatment
either under DPAP or DDP as shown below:
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Moisture
Index (M1)

Climatic
Zone

% Irrigated
Area

Permissible
Programme.

<–66.7

Arid

< 30%

DDP

–66.6 to – 33.3

Semi-arid

< 20%

DPAP

–32.3 to 0

Dry Sub-humid

< 1%

DPAP

The Committee classified the desert and drought-prone areas into three eco-systems,
viz. arid, semi-arid and dry sub-humid and recommended DDP for blocks under arid
and DPAP for blocks under semi-arid and dry sub-humid zones. It also prescribed that
the arid and semi-arid blocks having respectively more than 30% and 20% of their net
cultivated area under irrigation are not to be included in DDP/DPAP. In the dry subhumid ecosystem, the blocks having up to 5% of cultivated area under irrigation is to
be included in DPAP coverage.
In addition, the Committee recommended the inclusion of such non semi-arid and dry
sub-humid blocks where the percentage of irrigated area was <10% of the total
cultivated area and/or resource degradation was due to high slopes. Accordingly, some
blocks of Bastar (Chhattisgarh), Srikakulam (A.P.) and Almora, Pithoragarh, Tehri
Garwal and Pauri Garwal (Uttranchal) also fell under DPAP coverage.
The Committee also included some fringe blocks adjoining DDP blocks for preventive
treatment to protect them from desertification. Later on cold desert areas of Himachal
Pradesh and Jammu & Kashmir also were brought into the fold of DDP coverage.
Check Your Progress II
Note: a) Use the space provided for your answers.
b) Check your answers with the possible answers provided at the end of this
unit.
Q1) List three important characteristics of a good Work Plan.
Ans:__________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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_______________________________________________________________
Q2)

Define the terms: Drought, Watershed and Moisture Index.

Ans:__________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
1.7 Activities under DPAP and DDP
The DDP emphasizes on activities based on the methodology of low-cost and locally
accessible technology. Accordingly, Land Development including in-situ soil and
moisture conservation measures, Water Resource Development to increase land
productivity, Afforestation for biomass production and Sand Dune Stabilization and
Pasture Development to support livestock population are the broad categories of
activities taken under the programme.
1.8 Watershed Approach
A watershed is defined as a geo-hydrological unit draining into a common point. The
in-situ soil-moisture conservation, water harvesting, afforestation, etc. are thus ensured
by the treatment of degraded watershed with ridge to valley approach. DPAP and DDP
are Project based, where the unit of development/treatment is a watershed area of about
500 hectares. Watershed Development under these Guidelines can be considered to have two
components, namely a) Resource Inventorisation and b) Action Plan.
1.8.1 Preparation of Resource Inventories
Preparation of resource inventories is a key to the identification of area specific
problems and also to the application of viable solutions.
Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) does this exercise at a micro-watershed level. This
method helps the local inhabitants in knowing about the qualitative aspects of the resource
situation in the village/watershed and also in identifying the hot spot situations. The thematic
maps for different resource themes, such as land cover, soil, land use, water regime, etc.
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on their superimposition, give a complete profile of the watershed and a strategy for its
treatment is set out. Some states have codified watersheds/ micro-watersheds, based on
the satellite generated thematic maps, for proper utilization.
1.8.2

Work Plan

The basic tenets with which the participatory watershed development programme is
taken up are:
i)

sustainable resource,

ii)

use of traditional/indigenous technologies as the starting point,

iii) use of doable technologies,
iv)

creation of assets that are small and can benefit larger number of people,

v)

provision for post-operation maintenance of such assets by the beneficiaries,
sharing of the usufructs from commons by all, particularly the poorer participants

and
vi)

convergence with activities of other programmes.

For sustainability, the work plan has to be holistic and should ensure people’s
participation using eco-friendly technologies that have to be simple, easily
implementable, cost effective and replicable. Evidently the techniques have to be
endogenous. And the best way to acquire them is to take the existing
traditional/indigenous system as the starting point. We have to identify the most critical
gaps in the various production systems necessarily and then encourage the beneficiaries
to adopt/adapt solutions for them through various alternatives.
1.8.3 Criteria for the Selection of Watersheds
The following criteria are adopted in the process of selecting watersheds for treatment:


The 500 hectares of a watershed area can be in one patch or else can comprise
contiguous watersheds of smaller areas. A watershed should preferably coincide a
village.



Watersheds with a preponderance of community lands. They may, however,
encompass private lands and degraded forests as well to some extent.



Watersheds having acute shortage of drinking water.
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Watersheds inhabited by large populations of scheduled castes/tribes who depend
on its natural resources.



Watersheds where actual wages are sizably lower than the minimum wages.



Watersheds/Villages where people’s participation is assured in planning,
implementation and maintenance of assets.



A watershed contiguous to an already treated watershed.

1.9 Strategic Methodology
The first Guidelines for Watershed Development were framed in 1995, and they were
revised in the year 2001 to accommodate suitable provisions for addressing the real
field situations and thereby making the implementation of programmes more objective
and effective. Later, the Guidelines were further revised on April 1, 2003 under
Hariyali Guidelines with the intention of devolving more powers and assigning key
roles to Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs) in Watershed Development Programmes.
The strategy for Planning and Implementation adopted in the Guidelines for Watershed
Development issued by the Ministry of Rural Development for various programmes of
the Ministry, such as DPAP, DDP, IWDP, EAS, etc. is considered to be the most
balanced approach addressing the productivity, equity and environmental concerns
while achieving integration, convergence and participation. It makes radical departure
from the erstwhile departmental procedures through a process of intensive delivery
mechanisms of Community Participation, Community Empowerment and capacity
building. The new implementation methodology adopts well-defined and effective
mechanisms of Monitoring and Evaluating the watershed projects. The main features of
planning and implementation as envisaged in the Guidelines are as follows:
DPAP and DDP are administered in the district through Zilla Parishads (ZPs) or
District Rural Development Agencies (DRDAs) which receive the instalments of the
Central share of funding directly.
The cost of a watershed project of 500 hectares is Rs. 30 Lakhs @ Rs. 6000.00 per
hectare. The cost is shared in the ratio of 75:25 between the Central and the State
Governments. While 80-85% of the project cost is incurred on watershed development
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activities, 5% each on training and community organization and the remaining 10% on
administrative overheads of DRDA /ZP, WC/Gram Sabha, PIA, etc.
A Project Implementing Agency (PIA) working through a Watershed Development
Committee (WDC), elected by the Watershed Development Association (WDA),
implements the projects. PIA can be a Gram Panchayat, a Line Department or a NonGovernmental Organisation. It is instrumental in Community Organisation for people’s
participation by constituting Self-Help Groups and User Groups and imparting training to
the beneficiaries and the members of Watershed Development Team (WDT) and WC.
The Work Plans are prepared by WDC with the assistance of a Watershed
Development Team (WDT) appointed by the PIA. The WDT comprises experts on
Forestry, Agriculture, Soil & water Conservation, Horticulture, etc. The District Watershed
Development Committee for implementation approves the detailed action plan.
People’s Participation: Village Institutions
The essence of watershed programmes is to facilitate involvement of the local
community and to organise it to participate in the process of planning and implementation,
maintenance of assets and usufruct sharing in order to institutionalise these programmes to
ensure self sustained effort by the community for economic development.
Watershed Association/Watershed Committee
According to the Guidelines, the legal holder of watershed funds and activities is the
general body of the members within a watershed community called the Watershed
Association (WA). It is the WA which is supposed to be registered formally, meet “as
frequently as necessary but not less than twice a year”, formulate its own working
procedures (including those connected with the working of the Committee and

its

Secretary), approve/improve the watershed development plans, resolve differences,
approve the activities/works, monitor and review the progress, approve receipt and
disbursal of funds (statement of accounts), lay down procedures for the work of
Watershed Committee (WC) and its office bearers, supervise and control its activities, take
disciplinary action, remove members or Secretary, etc. The Committee assists the President
of WA and on behalf of WA looks after the day-to-day work of the watershed project.
The WC is the executive body of Watershed Association and not independent of it
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Self-Help Groups
These are homogenous groups of non-landholders who are dependent on the watershed
ecology and economy such as agriculture labourers, shepherds, women, SCs/STs, etc.
These groups are encouraged to adopt alternative resources of livelihood with the cash
loans provided from the revolving fund created under the projects. Separate Self-Help
Groups are organized for women, SCs and STs.
User Groups
The role of User Groups is critical to the watershed development programme because
the user groups are the backbone of participatory planning and participatory
implementation. These are homogenous groups who may be the most influenced,
benefited or otherwise by the watershed activities and include the landholders.
1.10

Review and Co-Ordination

The implementation of projects is reviewed and coordinated under a three-tier system at
the District, State and Central Levels.
District Watershed Development Committee headed by the Chairman, ZP/DRDA, with
officials of various line departments associated with the implementation of projects,
and some non officials as members including women, ensures coordination at the
district level. The Committee advises and assists the ZPs/DRDAs on the selection of
PIAs, constitution of Watershed Development Teams, training, formation of SHGs and
UGs, promotion of public awareness, etc. The Committee also approves the detailed
work plans for watershed projects in the district. The policy issues, if any, are referred
by it to the State/Union Government.
At the State level, co-ordination among various Government Departments, Institutions
and Non-Governmental Organisations is effected by a State Watershed Development
Committee constituted under the Chairmanship of the Additional Chief Secretary/
Agriculture Production Commissioner/Development Commissioner, with the Heads of
related Line Departments, two women representatives, two reputed NGOs and one
representative of the State Institute of Rural Development as its members. The State
Committee monitors, reviews and evaluates the implementation of DPAP and DDP.
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At the Central level, the programmes are coordinated through periodical review
meetings under the Chairmanship of the Union Secretary, the Ministry of Rural
Development, involving the administrative heads of State Departments of Rural
Development. In these meetings, the progress of programme implementation is
reviewed and also the decisions on policy issues are taken.
1.11

Training

Watershed Development Programmes have adopted the approach of people’s
involvement and community empowerment in participation with the Government
Departments, NGOs, etc. At the functional level, SHGs, UGs, Members of WCs,
WDTs, Officials of ZPs/DRDAs and now under Hariyali arrangement, the Gram
Sabhas/Gram Panchayats/Block & Zila Panchayats are the stakeholders and the main
interest groups in these programmes. To ensure successful and sustainable
implementation of watershed programmes, capacity building of different groups and
functionaries through relevant training programmes is a key factor.
SHGs and UGs
PIA and WDT ensure imparting of training to SHG and UG members with the
assistance of Institutions, NGOs with expertise, technical departments, etc. This
training must include demonstrations by way of visits to successful watersheds,
Research Stations, Kisan Vikas Kendras, etc., so as to expose the group members to
viable technologies and practices successfully implemented elsewhere. Use of audiovisual media should be an effective instrument in facilitating training inputs. The
training modules need to include:


as components on upgrading skills and orientation regarding the technical and
organisational issues;



basic skills on financial management to handle the revolving fund, etc.;
various aspects of PRA and



introductory know-how regarding Remote Sensing Technology and its
application in the preparation of databases for watershed development.

Nodal Government Agencies
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Since, the programmes are administered by ZPs/DRDAs, the relevant orientation and
sensitization of the dealing functionaries in these organizations, including Project
Directors and Chief Executive Officers, is an integral part of the training programme.
The curriculum is required to include:


Familiarisation with Remote Sensing and GIS Techniques



Training on watershed approach and the related aspects of technology



Community organisation and empowerment

The State Rural Development Institutes organise such training programmes on their
own and in collaboration with other institutions.
1.12 Monitoring and Evaluation
The implementation of watershed projects is monitored by periodically assessing the
physical and financial progress. The Project Implementing Agency (PIA) submits such
progress report to ZP/DRDA once in every three months. Similarly, each Watershed
Committee/Gram Panchayat is required to furnish Quarterly Progress Reports (QPRs)
to PIA after the Watershed Development Team has scrutinised and vetted it properly.
DRDAs/ZPs and the State Governments are responsible for continuous monitoring of
the projects and submit the QPRs of the districts and states to the Department of Land
Resources, the Government of India.
The programmes are also monitored at the Central level under the Area Officers
Scheme in which teams of senior officers of the Ministry of Rural Development interact
with the State Officials and undertake field visits regularly to assess the
implementation.
Under an earlier arrangement, Vigilance & Monitoring Committees at the State, the
District and the Block levels were constituted by the States, as per the direction of the
Union Ministry of Rural Development, for monitoring the programmes they were
sponsoring. In December 2002, however, the Ministry directed the States to abolish
these committees and in order to revitalize the monitoring instruments, reconstitute
Vigilance & Monitoring Committees at the State and the District levels under the
Chairmanship of the Minister, Rural Development and the local Member of Parliament
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respectively. Some of these committees have come up in some States and Districts.
These Committees are to watch closely the implementation of the programmes as per
the Guidelines and procedures and ensure quality expenditure in view of the fact that
large public funds are being spent under all the schemes of rural development.
The watershed projects under DPAP and DDP are also subject to an elaborate
evaluation mechanism. The States are responsible to carry out a Mid-term and a Final
Evaluation of the projects. This evaluation is done through independent expert
evaluators who may be either individuals or institutions. The satisfactory Mid-term
Evaluation Reports are in fact a pre-requisite for the States to become eligible to obtain
further Central funding for the projects. The Ministry of Rural Development also
conducts concurrent/post-project evaluations and Impact Assessment Studies.
The Evaluation Reports detail the assessment of the implementation of watershed
projects broadly in four categories, viz. assessment of social, physical, financial and
impact aspects.
1.13

Role of Non-Government Organisations

The High Level Technical Committee of Prof. C.H. Hanumantha Rao underlined an
active role for NGOs in the Watershed Development Programmes in order to
implement them in the participatory mode. Accordingly, the Guidelines for Watershed
Development envisaged the role of the Project Implementing Agency (PIA) (i.e.
supervision and the overall implementation of projects) for NGOs besides the
Panchayati Raj Institutions and the Line Departments.
Criteria for the selection of NGOs
The NGOs are selected for participation in the programme on the basis of the following
major considerations amongst others.
1)

Perspective on watershed development,

2)

Nature of projects handled in the past,

3)

Technical and managerial capability,

The NGO should have been active in the area for a significant period before proposing
a watershed project for the area.
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Functions of an NGO as PIA are central to the programme implementation and
encompass:


monitoring and review of the overall project implementation,



community organisation and constitution of SHGs and UGs,



organising trainings for the village community,



conducting PRA exercises, Preparation of Work Plans and the supervision of

watershed activities,


providing technical guidance through WD and



inspecting and authenticating project accounts.

The performance of NGOs during the last 8 years of watershed development has been
rather contentious. There are success stories where NGOs have shown exemplary work
and on the contrary some NGOs faced serious allegations on account of their
incompetence, sub-quality works, irregularities, misutilisation of funds, etc.
Unfortunately, of late, the overall impression of NGOs in watershed development
programmes has received a set back and also an opinion against them has emerged.
This has certainly affected the activities of the committed and performing NGOs.
1.14 Panchayati Raj Institutions in Watershed Programmes
The roles of Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs), especially Gram Sabhas/Gram
Panchayats, were subdued and poorly defined in the Guidelines of Watershed
Development–1995 as these institutions had not much to do in the developmental
activities. However, following the 73 rd and the 74th Amendments to the Constitution of
India, PRIs have become the primary and key actors in the implementation of
developmental programmes at the grass roots levels. Accordingly, the Revised
Guidelines for Watershed Development-2001 envisage an enlarged and more active role
for PRIs as their mandate includes the following:


First option of serving as a PIA to PRIs;



Authority to monitor and review the implementation of Watershed Programmes
and make interventions to ensure their convergence with other programme;



Full involvement of Gram Panchayats in community organisation and



training; Approval of Work Plan by the Gram Sabha and Inspection of the
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accounts of the Watershed Committee

The institutional arrangement of Watershed Associations and Watershed Committees
provided in the earlier Guidelines was observed to be lacking in the desired coordination with Gram Panchayats/Gram Sabhas.
Since, it is the commitment of the Ministry of Rural Development to ensure devolution
of the prescribed 29 subjects to PRIs and their empowerment, a step in this direction has
been taken by further consolidating the role of these institutions in Watershed
Development Programmes under the recently framed Hariyali Guidelines.
The watershed projects sanctioned since 2003-04 under the Hariyali Guidelines are to
be executed by the Gram Panchayats, instead of Watershed Committees, in consultation
with the Gram Sabhas. Consequently, the first discharge of PIA’s role now is with
Block Panchayats and thereafter with the Zila Panchayats.
With the devolution of financial and administrative powers to PRIs, it is expected that
they would perform better as they: a) have the potential to integrate watershed
development into the larger canvas of development activities in the area, b) are capable
of mustering more support from Government Departments, c) are well equipped to
maintain the created assets and levy user charges in usufruct sharing.
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Box B
Success Story of Three Villages
Watershed projects under DPAP were started in 1995-96 with an area of 1999 hectares
in villages Shyamdih, Badkhera and Kumarseja of Sohagpur Block in District Shahdol,
M.P. The villages were affected by acute soil erosion of lands caused by Son river,
shortage of drinking water in summers as wells dried up and the water of Son was not
potable due to the presence of pollutants poured by the nearby paper mill, the sloppy
terrain devoid of vegetative cover that could hardly facilitate water discharge, no water
for crop irrigation, fodder scarcity and the absence of means of self-employment.
Watershed treatment for self-reliance:
The villagers united together and took up need-based activities under a DPAP project.
Four years of dedicated involvement did wonders and changed the face of the villages:
Soil-moisture Conservation: 424 works of gully plugging and nalla bunding taken up
through 550 villagers organized in 27 UGs. 339 hectares of affected land was treated
benefiting 66 farmer families.
Water Conservation Measures: 134 works of check dams, percolation tanks and
harvesting tanks taken up involving 26 UGs of 380 beneficiaries, 381 hectares of
land was treated, additional irrigation was created for 30 hectares, 20 hectares
changed from single crop to double crops routines and 5 hectares of fallow land was
brought under cultivation.
Afforestation and Pasture Development: 58 hectares brought under tree cover,
pasture development completed in 22 hectares. Now producing 1150 quintals of
grass annually to cater the needs of the village cattle; milk production enhanced by
37%.
Self-employment: 19 SHGs of women formed, each given Rs. 20-25 thousand from
the revolving fund, net average earning Rs. 7-8 thousand by means of collecting
mahua seeds and selling them to tribal/forest departments.
Source: Watershed Mission, M.P.
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1.15

Performance of DPAP and DDP

DPAP
DPAP is being currently implemented in 972 blocks of 182 districts in 16 States and
covers an area of 745914 Sq. Kms. (see details in Annexure I)
Since the adoption of watershed approach, from 1995-96 to August 2003, 18,803
projects (500 hectares each), including 2535 new projects sanctioned in 2003-04 under
Hariyali, were taken up for treating an area of about 94.10 Lakh hectares The total cost
of these projects is Rs. 4804.20 crores, of which Rs. 3298.70 crores is the share of the
Central Government. Till 31.3.2004, the central share of Rs. 1431.03 crores was
released to the programme states. Of the 18,803 projects, 4449 are deemed completed,
as the corresponding Central share has been released in full.
On comparison, it is apparent that after the adoption of watershed approach, since
1995-96, the implementation has definitely accelerated as during the last 8 years of
implementation, about 50 Lakh hectares of area is estimated to have been treated under
DPAP, while prior to that 20 years of implementation registered treatment of about 57
Lakh hectares (see details in Annexure II)
DDP
DDP programme is being implemented in 235 blocks of 40 districts, covering an area of
457949 sq. kms in 7 States, viz. Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh,
Jammu & Kashmir, Karnataka and Rajasthan. (see details in Annexure I)
Since the adoption of watershed approach, from 1995-96 to 2003-04, 9,876 DDP
projects, including 1551 new projects of 2003-04 under Hariyali, have been taken up
for treating an area of about 49.32 lakh hectares. This includes 1,895 special projects
sanctioned for sand dune stabilization, shelter belt plantations and afforestation
sanctioned to the state of Rajasthan. The total cost of these projects is Rs. 2755.71
crores, of which the share of the Central Government is Rs. 2156.20 crores. Till
31.3.2004, about Rs. 1050 crores of Central funding has been disbursed to the
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programme States. Of the 9876 projects, 1,861 are deemed completed as the
corresponding Central share has been released in full.
DDP has also gathered definite momentum over the years beginning 1995-96, as more
than 19 Lakh hectares are estimated to have been treated till 2002-03 against only 5.15
Lakh hectares treated under the sectoral management of 15 years (see details in
Annexure-III). The Central investment under DDP has also more than doubled since
1995-96.
Yet there is a very long way to traverse at the current pace of implementation and the
quantum of investment under these two programmes. DPAP has so far addressed only
about 12-13% of its total targeted coverage while DDP merely about 5%. There are
some issues to be addressed to make the programmes more meaningful and objective
oriented:


The pace of the implementation of watershed projects needs gearing up
considerably in some states.



The selection of watersheds for treatment needs to be systematized and
streamlined as per the NRSA’s list of identified watersheds in the states on
priority basis.



People’s participation needs to be strengthened to institutionalize the
Programmes and the formation of SHGs and UGs under every project should
really be the fulcrum of implementation.



It is necessary to build inventories of the created assets, put in place
mechanisms for post project maintenance and evolve a mechanism of equity
sharing of the productive resources based on livelihood surveys before the
formulation of work plans.



Convergence of watershed development activities with other rural development
programmes in the area is necessary.



There is need to improve the inputs in relation to the capacity building of PRIs
and other stakeholders’ groups. And training needs to be relevant and related to
the roles of various active players and it has to be dynamic to effect
improvements.
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There is need to substantially increase investments under the programmes
through linkages with financial institutions, donor agencies, etc.

Nevertheless, the efforts made so far have shown encouraging results. As for the DPAP
and DDP projects sanctioned during 1995-96 to 1997-98, which have either been
completed or are nearing completion, the Ministry had commissioned Impact
Assessment Studies through independent organizations. Some of these studies have
since been completed. The results indicate that with the implementation of watershed
projects under DPAP and DDP programmes, the overall productivity of land and water
table have increased, and there has been a positive and significant impact on the overall
economic development in the project areas. Further, the studies reveal that green
vegetative cover has improved in desert areas and that is going to have a positive role in
checking soil erosion caused by water and wind. (See Success Stories in Boxes A &B.)
The studies also indicate that the availability of fodder and fuel wood has improved in
the programme areas.
Check Your Progress III
Note: a) Use the space provided for your answers.
b) Check your answers with the possible answers provided at the end of this
unit.
Q1) List three criteria used for the selection of watersheds for treatment under
DPAP/DDP.
Ans:__________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Q2) Describe the role of Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs) under Hariyali
Guidelines.
Ans:__________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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_______________________________________________________________
Q3) Enumerate three important areas of improvement in the implementation DPAP/
DDP.
Ans:__________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
1.16

Let Us Sum Up

A sizable population of rural India inhabiting arid, semi-arid and sub-humid regions of
the country is subject to abject poverty. These areas are characterised by frequent
drought conditions and desertification. The means of traditional livelihood for the
people in these areas are based on natural area resources, which due to adverse climatic
conditions and degradation are severely depleted. DPAP and DDP were launched in
1973-74 and 1977-78 as long-term measures for poverty alleviation of such populations
by aiming at drought proofing and controlling of desertification through the
replenishment of natural area resource base, improved agricultural practices and wider
livelihood options for the population. Initially, the two area development programmes
were implemented on sectoral basis involving soil-moisture and water conservation
activities, afforestation, pasture development, horticulture, animal husbandry, etc. The
programmes, however, did not yield many benefits as the sectoral activities were taken
up in isolation over disjointed areas of very small sizes without any involvement of the
targeted population.
In 1994, a High Level Technical Committee reviewed the programmes and a watershed
approach focusing on integrated implementation of various activities was adopted. The
philosophy

of

community

participation

and

empowerment

underlines

the

implementation of these programmes since then. The role of NGOs as the main
facilitators has also recognized and the coverage under the two programmes has been
identified by adopting scientific criteria, viz. moisture index, rainfall, evapotranspiration, etc.
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The programmes are being implemented through people’s bodies, i.e. Watershed
Committees and Watershed Associations. The two vital stakeholders under the
programmes are Self-Help Groups for alternative livelihood avenues and User Groups
for drawing benefits from the created assets. Training to various categories of
stakeholders for capacity building is an important component under the programmes,
but needs to be strengthened. The programmes are monitored and evaluated at the
district, the state and the Central levels.
Following the 73rd and the 74th Amendments to the Constitution and the commitment of
the Rural Development Ministry to give the central role to PRIs in watershed
development, a new set of guidelines called Hariyali Guidelines has been formulated
and made effective from April 1, 2003.
The watershed projects sanctioned under Hariyali Guidelines are to be executed by the
Gram Panchayats, instead of Watershed Committees, in consultation with the Gram
Sabhas. Consequently, the PIA’s role is now to be with Block Panchayat. In case a
Block Panchayat is not capable of taking up this responsibility for whatever reasons, the
Zila Panchayat is to act as the PIA.
In order to be more objective oriented and meaningful, these programmes need a) to
address issues like convergence with other programmes of rural development, b) to give
greater importance to people’s participation, c) more intensive training, d) better
arrangements for the maintenance of assets and e) to pay greater attention to equity
concerns.
The impact of these programmes so far has been encouraging as revealed by the studies.
The overall productivity of land and water table has increased, and there has been a
positive and significant impact on economic development in the project areas. The
studies also indicate that the green vegetative cover has improved in desert areas and it
is going to play a positive role in checking soil erosion caused by water and wind. The
studies also indicate that the availability of fodder and fuel wood has also improved in
the programme areas.
1.17

Key Words

Desertification

:

The process of desert formation.
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Endogenous

:

Evapo-transpiration

Originated from within; internally
: Process by which water moves from the soil into
atmosphere by evaporation from the soil and water
surface besides transpiration from plants.

Shelter Belt

:

Block plantations to protect crop fields, water bodies etc.
from shifting send dunes

Usufructs

:

user rights over an assent or produce

1.18
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Check Your Progress – Possible Answers

Check Your Progress I
1) The main objectives of DPAP and DDP are:
o Mitigating the adverse effects of extreme climatic conditions such as drought
and desertification on crops, human and livestock populations in order to
enhance the overall improvement.
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o

Promoting the overall economic development and improving the socioeconomic condition of the resource poor and disadvantaged sections of the
society.

o Restoring ecological balance by harnessing, conserving and developing natural
resource base, i.e. land, water and vegetative cover.
o Encouraging village the community for active participation in planning,
implementation and sustainable maintenance of the assets created through
their collective wisdom and indigenous technology.
o Employment generation, poverty alleviation, community empowerment and the
development of human and other economic resources of the village.
2) The major recommendations of the High Level Technical Committee are:
o Treatment and development of degraded lands in drought prone and desert
areas compulsorily on watershed basis covering contiguous micro-watersheds
of 500 hectares that have primarily community lands and may encompass
private and revenue lands and tracts of degraded forests.
o Implementation of DPAP and DDP with total participation of the beneficiary
with adequate representation to women, SCs/STs, and the other weaker
sections in planning and decision making.
o Transfer of programme assets to the community for maintenance and usufructs
sharing among the beneficiaries.
o Unified approach and convergence of all rural development programmes with
various departments/ministries to ensure a multiplier effect in area resource
development and the economic development of the resource poor.
Check Your Progress II
1) The important characteristics of a good work plan are:
o creation of need based assets that are small but benefit larger number of
people,
o provision of the post-operational maintenance of such assets by the PRIs/
beneficiaries and
o sharing of the usufructs from commons by all, particularly the poorer
participants.
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2) The definitions are:



Drought can be defined as a meteorological event characterized by a shortfall
of rainfall in a given time period of more than a certain percentage, usually 50%
of the average for the area in the sowing season.

 A watershed is defined as a geo-hydrological unit that drains into a common
point.

 Moisture Index is a function of precipitation and potential evapo-transpiration
and is defined by the following equation:
MI = [(P-PE)/PE] × 100
where, MI = Moisture Index, P = Precipitation and PE = Potential Evapotranspiration.
Check Your Progress III
1) The three criteria for the selection of a watershed for treatment under DPAP/ DDP
are:
o Watersheds having acute shortage of drinking water.
o Watersheds inhabited by large populations of scheduled castes/tribes who
depend on its natural resources.
o Watersheds/Villages where people’s participation is assured in planning,
implementation and maintenance of assets.
2) The role of Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs) under Hariyali Guidelines.
Following the 73rd and the 74th Amendments to the Constitution and the
commitment of the Rural Development Ministry to give the central role to PRIs in
watershed development, the new Guidelines called Hariyali Guidelines have been
formulated.
The watershed projects sanctioned since 2003-04 under Hariyali Guidelines are to
be executed by the Gram Panchayats, instead of Watershed Committees, in
consultation with the Gram Sabhas. Consequently, the PIA’s role is now to be
taken up by the Block Panchayat. In case this panchayat is not capable of taking
the responsibility then the Zila Panchayat is to act as PIA
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3) The three important areas of improvement in the implementation of DPAP/DDP
are:
o Convergence of watershed development activities with other Rural
Development Programmes in the area.
o Need a) to make inventories of the created assets, b) to put in place the
mechanism for post-project maintenance and c) to evolve a mechanism for
equity sharing of productive resources based on livelihood surveys before the
formulation of work plans
o Need a) to increase efforts for the capacity building of PRIs and other
stakeholders’ groups and b) to make training consistent with and relevant for
the roles of various active players and also make it dynamic to effect
improvements.
o People’s participation needs to be geared up to institutionalize the
programmes and the formation of SHGs and UGs under every project should
really be vital for the success of implementation.
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Annexure I
States, Districts and Blocks Covered Under Drought Prone Areas Programme
(DPAP) and Desert Development Programme (DDP)
Sl.
No
.

State

1.

Andhra Pradesh

2.

Number of
District
s

Number of

Area in Sq. Kms.

DPAP

DPAP

DDP

DPAP

DDP

Blocks

DDP

11

1

94

16

99218

19136

Bihar

6

-

30

-

9533

-

3.

Chhattisgarh

8

-

29

-

21801

-

4.

Gujarat

14

6

67

52

43938

55424

5.

Haryana

-

7

-

45

-

20542

6.

Himachal Pradesh

3

2

10

3

3319

35107

2

2

22

12

14705

96701

Jammu &
7.

Kashmir

8.

Jharkhand

14

-

100

-

34843

-

9.

Karnataka

15

6

81

22

84332

32295

10. Madhya Pradesh

23

-

105

-

89101

-

11. Maharashtra

25

-

149

-

194473

-

8

-

47

-

26178

-

13. Rajasthan

11

16

32

85

31969

198744

14. Tamil Nadu

16

-

80

-

29416

-

15. Uttar Pradesh

15

-

60

-

35698

-

16. Uttaranchal

7

-

30

-

15796

-

17. West Bengal

4

-

36

-

11594

-

972

235

745914

457949

12. Orissa

Total

182

40

Source: Reports of Dept. of Land Resources, Ministry of Rural Development,
Govt. of India
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Annexure II

DPAP
Physical and Financial Achievements
Year

Area treated
(In lakh
hectares)

Corresponding release of funds
(Rupees in Crores)
Centre

State

Total

57.14

881.00

881.02

1762.02

1995-96

5.95

118.95

118.95

237.90

1996-97

5.50

109.98

109.98

219.96

68.59
4.54

1109.93
90.75

1109.95
90.75

2219.88
181.50

1998-99

3.65

73.00

73.00

146.00

1999-2000

3.66

94.99

50.61

145.60

2000-2001

7.50

189.58

109.58

299.16

2001-2002

5.44

208.99

83.62

292.61

93.38
6.56

1767.24
249.99

1517.51
90.84

3284.75
340.83

7.35

294.80

102.64

397.44

107.29

2312.03

1710.99

4023.02

1973-74 to 1994-95

Total (from inception
of DPAP up to the
end of 8 th Plan)
1997-98

Cumulative figures
from inception up
to the end of 9 th Plan
2002-2003
2003-2004
Grand total

Source: Reports of the Department of Land Resources, Ministry of Rural Development,
Govt. of India
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Year

Annexure III
DDP
Physical and Financial Achievements
Corresponding release of
Area treated
funds
(In lakh
hectares)

(Rupees in Crores)
Centre

State

Total

1977-78 to 1994-95

5.15

555.42

0.00

555.42

1995-96

2.02

101.00

7.27

108.27

1996-97

1.31

65.37

7.01

72.38

Total (from inception
of DDP up to the
end of the 8 th Plan)
1997-98

8.48
1.40

721.79
70.01

14.28
8.02

736.07
78.03

1998-99

1.60

79.80

5.93

85.73

1999-2000

2.00

84.99

18.13

103.12

2000-2001

3.41

134.99

22.66

157.65

2001-2002

3.56

149.88

42.32

192.20

2002-2003

4.39

185.00

51.13

236.13

2003-2004

4.72

214.80

68.60

283.40

Cumulative figures
from inception up to
31.3.2004
29.56
1641.26
231.07 1872.33
Source : Reports of the Department of Land Resources, Ministry of Rural
Development, Govt. of India
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